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Preface.

This work was primarily intended to act as a help to

students well advanced in the Marathi language. But it was

found that circumstances rendered the scope of such a work to

be so small, that the author acted on the advice of friends and

considerably augmented it. Consequently it has been made of

such a nature that even the beginner might begin his study of

Marathi from it, without experiencing the difiiculties which

follow from endeavouring to learn the essential principles of a

language from a book of too advanced a nature.

The author has throughout tried to explain and make easy

those difiiculties which first assailed himself, and lists of excep-

tions have been made as complete as possible. Full examples to

illustrate Grammatical and other points are given, and the

author's first object has been to make the work as lucid and

simple as possible.

The author takes this advantage of thanking those who have

so kindly and generously helped him in various ways, Mr.

Garde, the well known Marathi Scholar of Ivolhapur, was of

great assistance in the earlier stages of the work and his help and

advice were invaluable. Mr. Ghurye of the Bahauddin College

at Junagadh very kindly went over the M. S., and the additions

and alterations he made in the text go far towards increasing

the use of the Grammar. Mr. Sathe of the Mayo College at

Ajmer rendered great help in writing an opening Chapter,

which the Author had not time to write himself. To these

three gentlemen the author offers his acknowledgements and

sincere thanks.

It is only left to hope that the work may prove of value to

those who desire to study Marathi, and that in their efforts to

master the dilTiculties of the language it may give them real

help.

Ajmer, 1914.
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SECTION—I.

ORTHOGRAPHY.

The Marathi language though bearing a strong resemblance

to Sanskrit, is not directly derived from it. Prakrit plays an

intermediate part between the two, and it is for this reason that

the many ditlicult sounds contained in Sanskrit find no place
—

or at most a very unimportant place
—in Marathi. Sanskrit

was formerly spoken only by the priests and the aristocracy, but

later on its use became more common with illiterate people, and

its most difficult features became eliminated in the Prakrit

which took its place. JTxnm Pralvrit therefore Marathi is dire-

ctly derived.

The letters of the language are forty-eight in number, made

up of fourteen vowels and thirty-four consonants.

The vowels are ^ a (short), ^T a (long); % i

(short),^?
i (long);

^ u (short),
^ u (long); ^ n, ^ ri, ^ li, ^ li, ^ e, ^ ai, 3fr o, ^ au.

Of these ^, ^, ^ are rarely used in Marathi. ^ occurs as

the initial letter of a very few words of which only ^^^ (rina)

debt, ^^f^ (rishi) a sage, and ^5 (r'tu) a season, need be noted.

The consonants are :

—
^ ka, ^ kha, ^ ga, ^ gha,

^ na.

^ cha, 3 chha, ^ ja,
^ jha,

^ na.

3
ta,

5
tlia,

^ da, 5 dha,
"^ na.

^
ta, *T tha, ^ da, '-^ dha, ^ na.

^ pa, W> pha, ^ ba, ^ bha, T ma.

^ ya, ^ ra,
^

la, ^ va, ^ sa.

^ sha, ^ sa, f ha,
^ la.

VOWELS.
The vowels can be sounded alone, i.e. by themselves, while

consonants cannot be sounded without the help of vowels. The

consonants should really be written as f k, ^^kh, ^g, ^gh,

^ ilj etc.
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In order to give them a complete sound a silent ^ a is

joined to each, forming ^ ka, ^ kha, ^ ga, ^ gha, ^ iia, etc.

^ a, ^ i,
^ u, W ri, ^ li, are short vowels, while ^ a, f i,

^ u, ^ ri, ^ li, are the long vowels corresponding.

'^ e, ^ ai, 3Tr o, STi au, are diphthongs.

Thus ^^-^3T+ ^or|, ^^-^3TF+ f ori ^ff =3T-f^or «??,
3Tr = 3TT

-f-^ or 3i,

When these vowels are joined to consonants they assume

modified forms as under :
—

Vowels :—3T srr f t ^ 3:; ^ (^ oj ^) tt it 3t[ 3ff.

Forrns assumed :
—T r "f ^ ^ ^ (f ^ ^)

^ '^

*t ""r.

The following is an example showing all the vowels joined
to the consonant ^

:
—

«T "TT K fr •? T ? (q 5 J) q q qr qr.

The forms with rare vowels which are enclosed in brackets,
are never found in use. Those of "^ occur mostly in Sanskrit

words.

CONSONANTS.

The consonants are divided into classes according to the

particular part of the vocal organ used in uttering them. The
five organic classes are :

—
Surds.
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The first two letters in eacli class viz, ^, ^; ^, 3; etc.

are hard letters or surds, and the last three in each class are

soft letters or sonants .

Of the vowels, ^T, 3Tr, tr,
tt belong to the first organic class,

5, I" to the second, % '^ to the third, ^, ^ to the fourth and

^, ^, ^r, 3fr to the hfth.

PRONUNCIATION.

The surest method of learning the correct pronunciation
is to hear the letters uttered by one whose mother tongue is

Marathi. The following list gives the pronunciation of each

letter as nearly correct as possible :
—

^ has the sound of
'

u
'

in
'

tun '.

3n
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5 has
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are sharper than the English sounds of
*

t
'

and '

d,' and after

some practice in talking are easily distinguishable.

To produce the sound of cT correctly, the back of the upper
row of teeth should come into contact with the tip of the

tongue.

^ is not at all like 'fin '

father,' or
*

ph
'

in
'

physics '.

Marathi '^ is purely a Lip Sound. To produce it, close the lips,

and explode the breath sharply, avoiding all contact of the lips

with the teeth.

^ is like
'

V
'

without the aspirate sound. The English
' w '

is purely labial ^ is a dento-labial, requiring the lower lip to

be curled up slightly, and to touch the upper teeth in its pro-
nunciation. It is, in fact, half

'

v ', and half
' w

', without being

distinctly either.

^ requires the tongue to be curled farther back than in

pronouncing ^, 5^ ^.

CONJUNCT CONSONANTS,

I.—A special feature of the Marathi language is the ^F^f^^
or 'compound letter." It is produced by combining a consonant
with one or more other consonants

; e. g.,
^

( ga j and ^
( ya )

when combined, form ^^ (gya). ^ (sa) and ^ (ka) form W' (ska).

2.—In such combinations the final member usually retams
its full form. All the other members in the combination under-

go a change in form. Letters which have a full vertical stroke

drop it when they form the first members of a conjunct consonant.
Thus ^ becomes ^ ^ becomes '^

;
e. g.,

T with ^ forms ''^. ^ with
•T forms T.

3.
—^ and "^ become ^ and T respectively.

4.
—When letters, which are without the full vertical stroke

(e. g.
^ na, ^ chha, ^

ta,
^

tha,
^

da, ^ dha, ^ da, ^ ha, ) are the
first members, they are written //(//, and the final member is

written nndey them, losing its horizontal stroke. Thus ^ and
^ become

^,
^ and 5 form ?, f and ^ form

^.
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If 3 and ^ are the first members, they become 5 and 5 res-

pectively.

5.
—^, as first member, is optionally written as, ^, or **, as in

6.— 'C, as first member, if fully trilled, is written as -,

on the top of the final member ; e.g., "C and T form ^. When not

trilled, it is written as, e.g., ^ and ^ form "^, ^ and f form ~f.

7,
—If ^ is the final member, and the first member has a full

vertical stroke, then tlie first member is written full, and ^

assumes the form of a short slanting stroke, given on the left of

the vertical stroke of the first member. Thus, ^ and ^ form 5T, T

and T form ^, as in ^rs and srtcT.

If the first member has not got the full vertical stroke, then

^ is written as
~

under the first member. Thus S and ^ form 5.

8.—^ and ^ form ^; ^ and ^ form ^. In Marathi the ^ is

pronounced as
'

dnya '. In Gujarathi it is pronounced as
'

gna ',

and in Hindi as
'

gya
'

.

g.
—The following conjuncts are peculiar in form :

—

^+^=tt, ?t+?:=^, ^+t=s[, ^+t=?i, ^+^=^, ^4-'^=^,

^+?T=^, ^+^=5, ^+-^=n, ^+^=^m, f+'T=fi, f+^=|,

ANUSVARA.

I.—The anusvara is the
(

•

), placed on the top of any

syllable, to give it a nasal sound. Sometimes the anusvara is

not fully pronounced. Thus in ^Sf (kanta a thorn, the 'n'

is not to be pronounced, but only slightly sounded. It assumes

a sound similar to the
'

n
'

in the French word ' bon '. In

other cases the anusvara is fully pronounced, and takes the

sound of the hfth letter of that organic class to which the letter

following it belongs. Thus ^"^ (kankana) a bangle, ^^ft^

(anjira) a fig,
^^ (banda) rebellion, ^TcT (anta) end, 3TH^

(ambata) sour,
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2.—When pronounced through the nose, as in
* bon ', the

anusvara is called ^TT^^^ (nasikya.)

3,
—A fully pronounced anusvara is called

'

Organic '.

4.
—When followed by ^, ^, ^, ^, or f ,

the anusvara assumes

the sound of
* nv ',

and is then called
'

provincial '. Thus ^ITSjFI

(sanvrakshana) protection.

5.
—When =T, ^, c5, follow an anusvara, they sound as though

they were double letters, the anusvara itself being slightly

nasalized. Thus ^^^ [sanyyoga] junction, ^^l^ [sanvvada] con-

versation.

In such cases the anusvara is called
'

classical '.

SPELLING.

Spelling in Marathi is not very difficult, as each sound has

a separate and unvarying symbol or letter for itself. The only
sources of error are the % and ^ sounds, and the nasal anusvara.

I.—Marathi words ending in %. or ^, must always be written

long. Thus ^rCl (gadi) a carriage, ^Ff^ (kadu) bitter.

But '^<^ (parantu) but, and ^TTT'^ (ani) and, must always be

written shorty and these two words form the only important

exceptions to the general rule.

2.—-In words ending in the inherent ^, the preceding f or ^
must always be long ; e.g. ^^ (lakuda) wood, ^K (chiraj a

crack
;
but if the f or ^ has an anusvara on it, it must be written

short. Thus, W^ (bhinga) a pane of glass, §5 (sunthaj ginger.

3.
— In other positions, T or ^ must be short.

4.
—Penultimate long % or long ^ in words of two syllables,

must be shortened when the words are inflected. Thus, ^ (tupa;

ghee, becomes ^^\^h 3"^!^, ^'^t^*

AG.—In the inflection of words of more than two svllables,

the penultimate long % or long ^ are either shortened or

changed to ^, the change to ^ being the more common. Thus

'^12 (parita) a washerman, may become TI^^H or T^?T^, prefer-

2
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ably TT3T^
; also, ^F^ (kapura) camphor, may become ^f^^FTT

or ^FT'CRr, preferably the latter.

5.
—Sanskrit words ending in % or ^ short are pvonounced long,

but must be written short. Thus, «fTTcf (niti) morals, ^ (guru)

teacher.

6.—All neuter words not ending in 3? must have an

anusvara (nasikya) on them. Thus, rT^ (talen) a tank, TIcft

(motin) a pearl, ^^^ (lekarun) a child.

7.
—The termination »T of the instrumental singular, and «ft

of the instrumental plural, must always have an anusvara on

them.

8.—In all cases except the nominative, the plural forms

must always have an anusvara on the letter preceding the case

termination ; e.g. ^RT^r, ^I2Rr, mstqi^^T,
^2t=^r.

9.
—The letter preceding the ^ of the locative termination

must always have an anusvara on it
; e.g. '^2TcT.

10.—Verbs and verbal nouns ending in "I, must always have

an anusvara on the 'T, ^^ (khanen) to eat or eating, ^'^ (denen)

to give or debt.

10.—Both letters in ^^f (kahin) some, and the final in •TlC^

(nahin) no, must always have an anusvara.

ACCENT,

Marathi is always spoken in an even tone, accent being

used only under certain circumstances :
—

I,—A letter followed by a compound letter is accented.

Thus, ^^^ (chakkara) a round.

2.—A letter followed by a visarga, is accented. Thus, ^M
(dukkha) grief. (A visarga is an indistinguishable sound which

is really of the nature of an hiatus in a word in which it

occurs).

In Marathi words, some syllables are pronounced less

distinctly than in others. It should be remembered that those

pronounced distinctly are not accented in the sense in vyhich
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'

accent
'

is understood in English.

3.
— In words of two syllables, the first is ahvays distinctly

spoken.

4.
— In words of three syllables, the first is distinctly spoken ;

e.g. *r3^ (bhataji) a priest. But when the first syllable is short,

and the second long, the second is distinctly spoken ; e.g. •T^TTCT

(nagara) a drum.

5.— In words of four syllables, the first and the third are

distinctly spoken, e.g. ^^^^ fbadabada) prattling. But when
the second syllable is long, the second and the third are dis-

tinctly spoken ; e.g. ^T^TJ (jhatapata) scuffle.

6.—Long syllables are always distinctly spoken whatever

position they occupy.

THE INHERENT 3T.

1.—The final ^ is always silent and the initial fully sounded ;

as, ^ (gharj
= a house.

2.—In a word of three syllables, the inherent 3? immediately
preceeding the final silent ^ is always sounded

; as, ^TS (kapat) =
fraud.

If the final be any other vowel the preceeding ^ becomes
silent ; as, ^T^ (kapti)

~
fraudulent, ^^^f (nakati) = a flat-

nosed woman.

3.
—In a word of four syllables the first and third inherent

3? are always sounded, and the second and the fourth are silent
•

as, ^m<\ (karvat) — a saw. 5^^kT- an objection.

4.
—In a word of five syllables, the ist, 3rd and 4th ^ are

fully sounded if the final is ^, otherwise only the ist and 3rd ; as
foSJT^cT — feeling vomiting sensation ^Jo^ToScT — ailing but in

^«5JIo5^, ^^^^ the 4th
^ is not fully sounded.



SECTION—2.

ETYMOLOGY.

GENDER.

I.—Pure Marathi substantives in ^TT are always Masculine ;

as, 3TRr= a mango ; ^'TI = a thread.

But Sanskrit substantives in ^Tf are either Masculine or

Feminine.

Note the following Sanskrit

3n^T = an order.

^J«n = a tale.

qfr^ = a trial.

I^r= a science.

i 24 mmutes,

3T^( = a shade.

T^ = worship.

^^= agony.

(Mas.
or Fern.) ^TRI

= a star.

5{^ = subject of a king.

^c^ = murder.

feminine nouns :
—

*rM = a language.
5?T«n = pain.

^^r estate.

^r^r = pilgrimage.

r%srr = instruction.

^Tir = authority.

T«T^T = reproach.

^Mr^news.

^^=an assembly.

^^JTT=^a suggestion.

Note the following Hindustani feminine nouns :
—

f3TT= vexation.

'RWT = care.

5*TT
= full permission.

:jTJTT = a sum (collected)

'TFIT = a stable.

^5n=:= leave.

^3rT= punishment.
SnTT=a place.

^=air.

JT3ir = taste.

Jr5*T = raisins.

fjTWTr = trust,

^fr^kind.
^^^r= rumour.

^cTT = circumcision.

^T?T = jesting.

*n3T^ Indian corn.

^ = medicine.
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2.—Nouns in f are generally feminine.

Except :—(a) T^ (;jz.)
= a bird

;
Tiff (w.) = a jewel.

fTfr(;)2.)-an elephant ;
'^HTT (7».)

= a master;

^I'^ (new.)
= butter ;

TT'^'l (ne«.)
= water.

(6) All words denoting profession, character,

office, etc., are masculine ; as, *<^^'t=:

a washerman ; ^]^=za gardener ;
^[31^1=

a guide ;
^ir'R^rU=a manager ; 'TNt=sinner.

(c) All nouns ending in f or ^ or ^ are

neuter ; as, Tl^t=a pearl; ^^=a tank; '?t^

=a bird.

3.—Nouns ending in f or ^ are pure Sanskrit, and are of all

three genders; as, ^f%= (;».)=a poet; '71%
(;);.)

= a
lo^d; ^I%(;;;.)=the

sun ;'TR(w.)=^a jewel; ^fcf (/em.)
=
intelligence; ^TF^'^ (;/eH,)=:bone ;

^ (;;i.)
-. wind ; ^f^ ('"•)

= ^^^^ ^^^ 5 f3 1 "^•)
== object; ?TT^ (77?.)

=
saint;

f^n (
;n

.)
- fire ; ^f (/ei«.)

= a beak
; ^T^ {fem .)

= a cow
;
cTfS (neit.)

=

palate ; ^^^1^ {neu.)= pine.

4.
—Nouns in ^ belong to all the three genders.

s.—Nouns in ^ and ^ are feminine, and the ^ or ^ is some-

times written ^ or %', i.e. ^^ (/nu.)
= a habit also ^3^^ or ^ERf.

6.—Nouns ending in ^TT or ^It (only seven or eight) are

masculine; as, ^iCt — covetousness ; Hift = a bee's nest; ^\=
a mark on a die.

Exception.
—^TR^ (fem.)--^ a woman.

7.
—A compound noun takes the gender of its last member

;

as, ^rr^r^T (?)!. s/u^.):- vegetables; ^^ST^ ini. plu.)^nose and
eyes.

8.—Remember :
—

3T^c5 - a bear.

f^^ _- a pig.

^^^ = a pigeon
^V^ ^- a deer.

*n^^=-a cat.

*\\^ = a. cow
^^ -- a she-buffal

^= a camel (masculinej.

are neuter.

\ are feminine.
0)
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^^"37= a hen.

,,^r^ > =a she-goat.

9.
—The names of large and powerful inanimate objects

are often masculine ; as, ^l^X= a mountain ; ^Tg?
- the sea ; ^~

the sun
;
crw = a star

;
^^= a cloud.

To FORM THE FEMININE :
—

Living things in ^I are generally

masculine, and the feminine is obtained by changing ^TI into

t; for the neuter ^TT is changed into ^ or ^ the first to describe

the species generally without reference to sex and the second to

describe a living animal.

But, ^TTST) '^Ts^ and RT1^= (a foal), while^JTS'isa diminutive.

Nouns ending in any other vowel but 3TI (implying living beings

or things) take either ^ or fT for feminine and some of them ^
for neuter diminutives.

Masculine nouns indicating persons are modified only if

they express surnames, characters, castes, professions, etc., and

then they take t^ alone ; as,

t^jX n^rt^ (Powar).
^HR #TR'roT (Goldsmith).
^3 ^nn (Brahman).

tifcfr crpfftil (Sinner).

Surnames in ^Tf may also take %^.

The following nouns assume % (being Sanskrit) ;

^ ^^ -^
(a goddess).

^T^FT ^mr^~(a. Brahmni).

^RT '^T^fr

?[?• fS^r

i^ im

m. M
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, ,, f I.—A maternal uncle.
Note.—^rr^ssi *n^^|^2 _The wife of maternal uncle.

j__ , f I.—A milk-man.
jiq^r ^^5501 l2._Am1ik.maid.

Masculine nouns indicating irrational animals assume either

t or f*^.

(a) Marathi words of only 2 syllables take I^T; as, 3Z—

(b) Pure Sanskrit words take %; f^—t^.

(c) Marathi polysyllablic words take f; ^^—^^; TR^—
iTT^Cr; tIt^—qn2T-(a parrot); tT^T— f?:oft; ^J^i^—JTT^=
(a monkey).

Note iK—
^K (mas.)=a rope ; ^W (/.)

= a string,

^^r (mas.)
- thread ; ^^^ (;z.)

= a string (in contempt).

Learn :
—

Mas, Fern.

Tf^ = (husband )
• ^1%.

^3 = (camel) ^t^.

^rss^rs ^ (male antelope)
—

^T^J.

^K.. (husband's brother) ^J^.

?r^U= (husband) ^M^, ^^t.

I^ cTT ^ (father) fllcTT.

2^=(man) ^.

^=. (husband) ^cfr.

^^= (father) snf.

^=(ox) TR^

^^^- (he-goat) ^55t, ^^.
^t^= (he-cat) ^^, JTt^rtt.

>TT^( . brother)
—

^^"T,

^k = (peacock) cjttj^.

^rJTT^(king) ^I"^,
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^= (he-buffalo) 4^.

^^^=(male devotee) ^X^.
?rT^U= (father-in-law) mq^.

^1^=: (young bull) ^e5^^ (heifer).

TI^:^ (young calf) Tr§T.

^^?^ = (ram) ^^,

^^=(male)

"

^]^.

5^= (son) ^-^TT.

^%< = (widower) f%*4?rr.

^- (husband) ^^f.

^tw =
(father) tlT^^f.

^5= (brother) —^rMr.

NUMBER.

All masculine nouns ending in ^ change 3n into ^ ;
all

others remain unchanged : as, ^^\— 3Tt^; ^J'^—m'^; ^]^J—?n35i;

»

F&minine nouns ending ^ change ^ into % ; as, TT5—mtl;

J7S—n^r, ^m—^"fr rmines). %??—t^.

Exceptions
—about'300 which change ^T into ^TF

; as, ^H=

(a way)—'^TTSI = (ways). ^I^—'ff^r^ (ships).

Nouns in % change into ^ before ^
; as, ^l—^F^f, JTfr

—

Nouns in 3> take ^I (not ^f) ; as, 3ra—^S^T.

All other feminine nouns remain unchanged ; as, Wi^J—W>^J]

Note.— Sing. Plural.

^R^r .... ^R^.

^.9 ... ... ...^3f ... .,. ... g^T»
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V «. ,v. "s »..

Neuter nouns take ^^ for the plural ; as, ^K—^r, ^J^l—m^.
Those ending in 't take f ; as, cTaJ

—
(a tank)

—
^o5f.

Note: —f^^=Ca cub)—I^^; H^ = (a lime)— H^^;cTr^^(a ship)—cIT^ or cTRsr; JT^-?T55t or T^qf (boils).

Nouns ending in f or ~3" are Sanskrit and do not change in

the plural.

I.—-Names of material and abstract nouns are generally used

in the singular ;
e. g. cTT^

~
(copper) ;

^\^l ~ (sugar) ; ^^t^c^T^TT
=

(goodness).

2.—5^^^r -^(arms as tied behind the back) is used in the

plural only, so also ^tr = (small pox\ fl^--^ (trouble).

3.— qgr— plural ^^r or ^%.

or l=(a cocoanut tree)
—

plural »TR«5T.

-^1^^ - (bread)—plural ^raff.

or

^r^u-(
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Note.— sing. plu.

^T^I- ^I^.

2[i^T -^^r.

^m^\ —srnfi^T.

and other words showing relationship and respect.

Remember. Sing. Pin.

5155= (a shield)
— ^T^r or 5f^t.

cT^^ = (a picture)
— cT^f^U or ^^f^^T.

^^JT'55:
= (amusement)- ^^T^^r or ^^T^^^.

Jig1^



EIGHT CASES IN MARATHI i^xm).

They are :
—

(i) Nominative ; (2) Accusative ; (3) Instrumental ;

(4) Dative ; (5) Ablative ; (6) Genitive ; (7) Locative ;

(8) Vocative.

I.—The Nominative case (^^f WAl^} is obvious.

2.—The Accusative case {^<^ W>\XW>) is obvious. It is un-

changed.

3.
—The Instrumental case {^K^ WiKW.) is inflected by means

of the, terminations 'T (sing.) and •T[ (plu.).

4.
—The Dative case (^Sf^F^^f^^) is inflected by means of

^ or ^r (sing.) and ^, ^5? or 'Tt (plu.) and shows the idea of re-

cipient.

(. =He spared AbduUa's lite.

5.—The Ablative case (3TTKR W>\^W>} is inflected by ^^ or ^^
and shows separation or comparison.

C =He came from home.

\ -^ He is bigger than I.

6.—The Genitive case (^'-J W>R^) shows possession or origin

and is inflected by "^1.

7.
—The Locative case (^TPT'^l'^ WM^) shows position and is

c
inflected by % or ^1.

-Sit in your own place.

He prostrated himself at his feet.

8.—The Vocative case (^^fN^T mKWi) is only a modified form

of the substantive (C. F. in fact) and is used in addressing a

person- ^ is its termination in plural.

(. = Child, come here. \ -Children, come here.

{

{
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Note the following forms :
—

Instrumental :

—
''T; ''Tr (used with pronouns).

^', % (chiefly in poetry).

(. ^Do not speak with him.

Dative :

—
^; used exclusively in poetry.

POSTPOSITIONS.

Instrumental :—^f^^; ^W^; ^^€t; ^^^^; 5fV; 5^ (By).

Dative:—Tr^'f; 5T^^; JTcT (To); ^RcTT; ^TSf; 3T^; ^^ (For).

Ablative :—TI^^; ^^f^ (From); ^STT ; W^ (Than).

Genitive :

— ^«T^TT.

Locative : ~3Tt^; i?^^ (In); f^^J (about).

^, . ^. f 3T^, ^, I, QT^t, 3Tni, JTT O (mas.) \ Plural.
Vocative :-Smg.-

I 3^j^^^^^^^ 3^^ ,^^^^^^^ O ifem.) j 3iCt O.



CRUDE-FORH OR BASE (^mT^T ^T).

Masculine nouns ending in ^TI and f assume ^L
""

'. as7 ^r^T C. F. ^r^F.

'•Mt c. f. '-^^^r.

Those ending in 3? assume ^Tf.

as, ^^ C. F. ^r.

All others unchanged.

Feminine nouns ending in 3T which change ^ into ^T in the

plural, take ^ (sing.).

Likewise those ending in ^TT.

as, ^W^(a tongue) C, F. r%^ (sing.) HT^t (plural.)

fTlcTf .(a mother) C. F. mcr (sing.) flT^t (plural.)

Those ending in ^ which change ^ into f for the plural

assume f m C. F.

as, f*r^ = (a wall) C. F. Weft.

All others unchanged except that C. F. for plural is like

nominative plural.

Neuternouns ending in f or ^ assume ^T.

as, %^ = (a plantain) C. F-%a;2TI.

Those ending in ^T or ^ assume ^TF.

as, ^R-(a door) C. F. ^\XL

^ra^-(acalf) „ ^mL
All others unchanged.

Nouns of persons do not change in crude- form ; also when

respect is required.

as, ^r5rr = (father) ^l^J^\ (to a father) not ^rr^r^r.

also, fxfT; ^rfr; sfRf^fl; ^€]; %?FPTfcr; k^; toKr; "Tcn^j

3TRnfr; JifcTR-'ifr; ^r^rr; ^^^r; ^^m, ^^r; ^r^; jtwt; ^n^r.
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Words ending in ^f do not change the ^f to ^^t.

,..C. F. VTRT.

1>

)>

as, ^T^T^r -(a guide) C. F. ^T5r^fc5[.

5^o^r-(a nephew) C. F. ^^o^f^T.

Notice :—^r^ = (a brother) ...

15#^=. (wheat)

VCpus)
^= (cotton)

^=(folces)

^1^=^ (guinea-worm)
T"^cT = (great- grandson) ...

^I^ = (sweet cake)

f%^cT^=.(fire)

%^- (bamboo)

^T^= (brother- in -law) ...

^[^- (grandson) ...

r^'f^^ (scorpion) ...

^\W^ or JTI^^rr or ^r^T.

qoTfT^or
'^"^c^r or ^^^m.

31^ or ^f^T or ^I^^I.

R?^ or ft^c^r.

q^s or ^^^r or %3;^I.

^fi or
^T|r

or ^\^^\.

?rr?T or ^fc^r or ^frT^r.

f^=^ or H^^r or f^^^r.

The following nouns either retain their form or assume ^TF :
—

cTS^(a ponjO- ^I^^f^^(a pilgrim).

^^^= (Parbhu a caste), ^F3^^^ = (a traveller).

«ri2r^r.-(a woman) does not change.

The following neuter nouns usually assume ^l in the Crude-

form

m^ (a kid.)

r%^^)=a reptile).

€t^^=(a lamb).

»Tr^^^(a cow).

«?m^ = (abird).

I^^=(a cub).

^^=(a tiger).

m3T^=.(acat).

^^4^{a sheep).

^^* = (a buffalo calf),

gra^ (acalf).

^^t=(agoat).

5J^^^(a child).

r^i^(a lime).

The following feminines in ^ niayjiave alternative forms

of ^ in singular, and ^F in plural :
—

5^= (a kind of grass). ^rs=:(sand).

: (side). ^H=(mother-in-law).
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W^= (a bear). ^TI^ .= (sister-in-law).

'7^= (a coil of rope). ^I^=:(wine).

3rs^(a leech). N^=(flea).
3» = (a louse). 3Tr3jrr-(woman).

tTTcf—f^= (palate) ^-(a needle).

21^^.- (fore-part of the head).

THE ADJECTIYE.

Sometimes ^ is used for ^r when inflecting an adjective.

as, ^^ ^T^^[=^r^(of a good woman).

Adjectives which do not end in ^l remain unaltered before

the noun qualified.

3Tt^ "^i^- (sour fruits).

In poetry the adjectives which do not end in ^TT may be

inflected.

When adjectives ending in ^ff are turned into abstract nouns
in ^^ or 'TWr the ^TI is changed into ^.

Exceptions :
—
^^JW - (wise) ^fTirqil

gTIcTRr - (old) SircTr^T'JT

Terminations are :
—

'7'^r (Mas.). |5Tr?:qiTr.

err (Fem.y, ^l^^^U

r \ Neil. > ; =^F5#.

THE NUMERALS.

Cardinals ^^-^r^T^^.

Ordinals W4^^]'^^.

Fractionals ?T^5^t^^=^
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Distributives Vf^^R^.

Multiplicatives 2"iTt^^R^.

The idea of multiplied cardinals is expressed by the

particle ^TT being added.

as, ^r^r ^T^T = lakhs of rupees.

The ordinals (except the first four numbers)

by adding ^T to the cardinals ;
and from '^"Tra

final vowel of the root is changed before m Thus

are made up
onwards the
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The multiplicatives are made up by adding qr to the cardinals-

%. e. ^^TtTJ, ^^Z, nr^T^, #T?, ^^[^.

\=^wm. 1="^^. ^=3T>Tf, f^.
f =qj3:tjr. li=^5^. Note.—^T5^—«AcJIc*T; ^lot H^\ \ Kf, \,

3|=^fTt^^ 3f=rrr^nr^n-. Etc.

The idea of frequency is expressed by adding g[f to the cardinals:—

as, t^^5[t=-0nce.

<{tH^i
= Twice.

. rft'T^= Thrice.

Etc;

THE PRONOUN.

1. The Personal Frononn={ ^^y{m^% ^^If, )

Note the following poetical forms of ift and ^.

^^ with me; 3TT?lf^T=with us.

WS{, JHT^, *nrt=to me; 3TF^=to us.

i{|sHT =oi me.

5^!^, 5^1= against thee. gi5n=ft= against you,

g^, rj^, *tl=T=to thee. ;5;:gf?f=to you.

5pff
=of thee.

2. Tlie Beflenrvc Pronoun:—
^arPT^T and ^m'-

^TT'TiT declined regularly c. /. of ^?T:=^^t.

3. The Pelative Pronoun:—
sft aad Ht

4. The Demonstrative Pronoun.

^ and Ht etc.

Notice—f?T^=So many or so much.

tj5f^=So much

5. The Interrogative Pro)tovn.

4
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6. 2*/4e Indefinite Prono^mv

^Jt'T=some one.

^f^n^=some one.

^!ffTrn= anyone.

f%?^= several.

^Tfl=some.
=ftty| I

= anyone.

^TfTOT= someone.

3?iI^T |-=a cei'tain one,

3f^ [-=others.

THE VERB.

The personal endings indicate:—
( 1 ) G-ender=fe. ( 2 ) Nnniber=^^^. ( 3 ) Persons=5^.

(4) Senses =^^1105. ( 5 ) Moods=3T^. ( 6 ) Construction

=snft^. ( 7 ) Participles and verbal nouns.

Present Tense ( cl^HH+foS )

Past Tense ( ^T^ ) V The four simple tenses.
Future Tense ( ^N^^IcA ) i

^

Habitual Past (^ ^H*|o& ) )

Present Tense.
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The Moods.

TJie indicative mood ( f^pf ).
—

Denotes whether the action does or does not take place.

The conditional mood ( fT^^H'T ).

Expresses an action thought of as contingent and as one

which may or may not happen.

Endings. Singnlar, Plural.

rrf, W, or ^, ^. ^.

m, rft, ^. ^, rTT, rff .

7%e subjunctive mood ( f^wpf ).

Denotes propi-iety or impropriety of an action.

Endingn. Singular.

-^TRT, 3Tr^, 3?!^.

f 3n|^, aiTsm, ami •

j ^n^r, 3TT5?TT, arm.

^^W, aTRW, 3TT^fT.

3TT^, 3nCT, arft-

TJie imperative mood ( aTRITf ),
—

Expresses command, advice etc.

Endings, Singular.

( none )

3> or art.

Tlie infimtive mood ( 4\\\ |v| ).

Expresses the action as dependent upon another action and
is chiefly employed to make up compound verbal forms.

Pktral.
«

3n.

Tr{ or artrT.

The following are the anomalous verhf.

3n^Tof=to practise. SI^T^=to bring forth.

3il(j<miji'=to remember.

3ft^r'Jf=to vomit.

TlTe|«l*=to bite.

-d^,'j|=to miss.

^3rT'Jif=to beai'.

^^^nlr=to dine.

fffapf=:to seize hold of.

^^^^=to speak.

^Ttif=to visit or see.

55Fnlr=to lose.

T^nTnf=:to say.

^?5^=to fight.

«TT^=to effect.

^tTt=to put on,
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^^T^==to bite. fcfof=to bring forth.

?T?:o1f=to pass over. ^TH'?!'if=to forget.

^qf=to spit. f^"^=to learn.

^of=to gird. T?r^^:«i=to blow the nose.

'T5nf=to study. f^'iif=to touch.

q^Tcft)f=to fool. ^fjf5fof=to understand.

MTV«'jT=to clothe. ^jf^;nf=to remember.

^\^^ to obtain. f?;ot to lose.

f^T^if to drink.

Note.—
( 1 ) ^(Tn^ ( to tell ) is transitive but does not take the f .

( 2 ) ^^^ is irregular in Vf^pJ but regular in inflection, ift

5l^^TX=I dine, rft ^911^=116 will dine. But in the past tense the | is

dropped, jfl ^^f—I dined.

( 3 ) ^W^, f^^'Jf and 5^nt take the object in the dative.

( 4 ) HT^^ takes the instrumental ?f|.

( He fought with those people.

Irregular Verbs.

Many verbs are irregular in the past tense.

( 1 ) The following insert 3TT:
—

f;j^_f^^n^ ( to set out ); ToSnt, v^^, f?^ ( to

penetrate forcibly ). f^^ ( to be cold ).

( 2 ) The following sometimes insert 3TT:
—

^pTjf ( to soak ). 5o5^ ( to slip aside ). f^>T^ ( to get out

of ). f^nfW ( to be wetted ). 5?^ (to be absorbed). ^fTT^T

or f^i^Ai , To5T^ or 5o5r5T. These all seldom.

( 3 ) But these often, namely:
—

^^ ( to fly ). ^^ ( to be hid ). f^T^ ( to cease ).

pT^of ( to cool ).^^ ( to sink ). flTaS^ ( to get ). ^T^

(tomelt ).

^^\^\ or ^^^5 l^T^ 01' I?^; f*loM^T oi' ftoo«l

( 4 ). The following immaterial:—
^^ (to cease for a time), fl^^uj (to grate). JToSolf ( to leak).

^SToSnif (to burn). ffTSrif (to wear away). 3;^ (to give way).
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f^'if (to be dazzled). flT'if ( to start ).f?T^ ( to under-

stand). SfTnf ( to be hid ). fcfST^f ( to be extinguished ).

im^ or T»T<7T; f^qiPTT 01 {\^^\;

( 5 ) A^o^^—ITT
—^t^. ^—3TT^ ^—?rr^ or IT^n^T or "STTf^T.

^—^?T^. ^—1^. ??OT«jf—?^7c7T or ^on^T.

^crnf—'EmT?5T. ^—^rT^r. f^—>:^T?^T.

itpq-oif
—

i^T^rT^T. ^^^—^r^\ or *fOTTrJT. ^^''Ir
—%^.

ff^of
—

^n\^\, ^ijf—r^TT^ or ^m%^. *TPTnt
—

Jnf5R<7I.

^ijj-iif
—^jcJT or ^f^57T. iTTnf

—
^f^T, J^nf—?crWT.

Gonji(.gaUon ( ^q- ^T^yf^nt ) .
—

There are two conjugations, one adding f to the root before assum-

ing the persona] endings, tlie otliers not doing so. Those un-

dergoing the above change liave f all through the Past Habi-

tual and Future, while tlie prevailing letter in the others is ^.

Under the list of the verbs making the chang'es are:—
( 1 ) Transitive verbs.

( 2 ) Monosyllabic verbs, and all verbs ending in ^ (in past
and future tenses only ).

The verbs of the first conjugation are-.—
( 1 ) Intraiisitive verbs.

( 2 ) Anomalous verbs.

( 3 ) Potential verbs.

( 4 ) All monosyllabic verbs in the Present

Tense only; likewise verbs ending in f.

except f^yf|"'Tf.

( 5 ) Reflexive verbs.

Causal verbs are made by adding ^ to the root; as, ;Tt^<7r.,.to break.

*A^<^^=to cause to break.

These take the augment f.

Monosyllabic roots like ?^; H; t( etc. and the roots ending inj:f

( f^?r ) take a double ^.

?^T^=to eat.

?5nf^^nf=to cause to eat.
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^f^^Tjf=to break. rft^''t=to cause to break.

( trans. )

^rnr^=to feed. ^T^ijf=to cause to feed,

;r|^5nf=to remove, 7To5^^=to cause to remove

^|l^u)'=to save, ?TTT^=to cause to save.

^|^nf=to cause to crusli,

qj^gfof=to cause to fell.

jTnCc[of=to cause to kill.

'3T'r°r"'t=to causetomove.

^^cfof=to cause to loose.

Note.—^t??Tcio|=to call.

Also vei'bs like f^TiT'iif=to sleep.

^TjTf%6)r=to put to sleep.

H^«lQ^=to cause to put to sleep,

Note:—

g7of=to break

( intrans. )

=5T^=to graze.

j^uf=to pass by.

^of=to float

( intrans. )

gr^=to be crushed. ?rR"Tf= to crush.

q^=to fall qT^of=to fell.

jf?:oif=to die.
•

?rTT'')f=to kill.

^i3]f=to I'emove. ^n^=to move.

( intrans. ) ( trans. )

ftpyof=to get loose. ^FT^lf=to loose.

Potential verbs are formed by affixing^ to the root; as, ^T^=(walk)
^^ 'gT<'=r?f=I can walk. The Potential verb, whether transi-

tive or intransitive, does not take f to make up its conjuga-

tional forms. It alsotakes ;nf^^(the genitive crude form) etc

HTf^T^ ^TtlcR=I can unloose it.

illfJJT'T ^ftf^=I shall be able to unloose it.

The Subject of a potential verb is never in the N'ominative case.

A Potential intransitive is always conjugated in the Bhave and the

transitive either in the Bhave or Karmani—the Bhave when

the object is a person and the Karmani otherwise.

jTXf^^ ;jncR^=i could go. m^m^ rr^^w jttt^=i could

kill Rawan.

iTTf^En^%1^ *i^^cjt4i= I could break that stick.

The anomalous verbs in the Potential take the Bhave or Karmani,
like Transitive Potentials.

Anomalous-rft v:r§T f^T^^=I learnt the lesson.

Potential "l
—

?TI?^*T^
Anomalous

J-
or

^i;T^f^r^rc[?!T=
I could learn the lesson,
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And Potential!
Anomalous

}

—JTT^^W Hit'TT f^RF^=I could teach bim.

(^) J

The Gonstmcttons ( ST^TT ).

( 1 ) The subjective construction ( ^^rfT ) where the verb agrees

with the subject; as, g^JTT !i^d* ^TT'^rfT.

( 2 ) The objective construction ( spirf^ ) where the verb agrees

with the object as iff r^f^Al ^t^T f^^.

( 3 ) The neuter construction ( ^J^ ) where the verb agrees

with neither, but is conjugated in the neuter singular. Trft^'T 5^0

Ignorance or inditt'erence is indicated by the JNfenter gender.

^h^ ?7^ inft?f=Who calls out to me?

The noun with which the verb agrees must always be uninflected.

In the Neuter construction the inflected subject is usually in the

Instrumental and the Object in the Dative. Sometimes the inflected

subject is in the Dative.

The Pajrtidples ( W^ )

( 1 ) Present Participle ( cRTJTRf:^ ) denotes currency of action

and assumes % ?n, rft or ^m. *<Il1diHI= while beating.

( 2 ) Past participle ( »pT+Irtc|T'3RF ) denotes complete action

and assumes ^, ^T-

( 3 ) Pluperfect Participle denotes something which lias taken

place before the action mentioned in tlie principal clause, and

assumes ^?{. ^1TT^:5T= Having gone.

( 4 ) Future Participle ( ^':^T^?7^T=5^ ) expresses intention

to do and assumes nriT or ^T\. %^TT 3^1=He is about to come,

The noun of agency is derived from this, rft ^"TT^ 3nt=He is

about to speak. 5r|^unfn=a speaker.

The Participles which end in 3TT nre declinable and may boused

as adjectives or nouns.

^T?T?t 'TT''ft=a flowing stream.

V^^ c^^=H dead child,

'toSc'TT'^^ TT^^ <7TT't=to pursue one who is runuiiig*
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The Verbal Nouns are two:—
( 1 ) The Gerund. A neuter substantive

as, c^^ui to do.

( 2 ) The Supine. Has a Dative and a Genitive forn-.

The Dative form expresses purpose.

The Genitive form expresses suitability oi need.

( He has to go.

THE AUXILIARY VERBS.
These are of tliree kinds:—

( 1 ) The Substantive.

( 2 ) The Negative.

( 3 ) The Obiigational.

( 1 ) ai'o awnf and ^tof ( to be and to become ).

'^^ expresses an entrance into a new state.

Indicative Mood ( ^T^" )

Present Tense ( I am ).

?n 3T# 3TT^T ami

Present Habitual. ( I usually am ).

Pas^ Teme (I was ).

?ft ftfff, ft^, or ft^, ftrr ^n^ r>rf.
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Fnhire Tense ( I will be ).

Past Habitual ( T usually was ).

Conditional Mood ( ^%HT*f ).

( were I, liarl I been, I would be, I would have been ).

Th 3T^m, SWrT, 3T^?T 3TFft 3T^m

ft 3T^rTT^, 3T^rTW, ^^^ ^TfT 3TH^t.

Buhitative Conditional ( should I be ).

Same as above. Substitute c5 for ?T «•
(/• jft ^TF^ etc.

Subjunctive Mood ( fir^?i«f ).

( I may, can, might, Avould, could, should be or have been. )

jfr amr^T, ^m\^\, -^mw. ^^ "^m^, arfrTs^TT, bwrt
ff^ 3T^T^T»T, srm^m, ST^^^.

^V^\ ST^trT, aWT^^TrT, aTTT^frT.

rMri:;KATiVE Mood ( 3TT5TT^ ) ( Let me be ).

fT'T ( to become ) is declined in the same way.
Thei'e is no Present Habitual, and the Past Tense is ?ri^ etc.

Note.—

2nd person Plural Future i.s gTjfx 5^j^7.

Tliere is no Dubitative Conditional,

Subjunctive mood is SfT^T or f^T,
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N. B.—The above forms are obtained not by adding the termina-

tions of the corresponding tenses and moods; p. g. 3T^ though present

is formed by the terminations of ^tlH^f^*lc6; while fT?ft etc. are formed

by the terminations of the Present Tense.

Inceptives.
—

Show beginning. cTPFT and ft^ used. ^TT^ is used either with

Infinitive mood or Dative Supine.

[
rTT ^Fi ( 01- '^T^T^^ ) ^m^T

( He began to walk.

ftnf is used with the Present Participle in fTT-

( The king began to speak.

Permzssives.—
Infinitive with ^.

( Let me go.

ObUgationals.
—

Made up with parts of ^^^ ( to fall ); qiff^; ^m^ and 3T^.

( 1 ) T^ is used with Genitive or Dative Supine of principal

verb. Subject in the Dative.

1 1 had to go there.

( 2 ) mf^ is used with Past Tense of principal verb. Subject

in the Dative.

( I have to eai-n my livelihood.

( 3 ) ?rT'T''t is joined to Subjunctive mood or Dative Supine.

Subject in the Dative.

( We shall have to troitble you.

( Hamji will have to pay.

( 4 ) 3Tft^ is joined to the Genitive Supine. Subject in the

Dative.

J^\ 5Tnn^ 3Tf|=l have to go,
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COMPOUND TENSES.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present Tense.—

Present Imperfect ift '3TT?T 3n^=I am going.

Present Imperfect Emphatic rft ^?ft 3n^=He.is crying.

Present Habitual fft 'STTrT 3T^H^=He usually goes.

'^n,st Tense.—
Past Imperfect, rft ^T^rT 5^=He was going.

Past Perfect. ?ft Tf^ 3TTf=He has gone.

Pluperfect, rft 5^51 ftrTT=He had gone. ( i. e. He has gone )

The action is over. He went.

Past Habitual. rTt ^ 'W^ 3T^.=He was in the habit of

sitting there.

Dubitative Past, g^ff fw^^ 3T^ You'must have'taught me.

Past Prospective, jft fMt^T ftrff=T was going to write.

''uture Tense.—
Future Imperfect, jft 3^^ ^T^ 'H^ a^f=1 shall be waiting

for you.

Present Prospect! ve.^vPI ^^oiunr 3TT^ ?=What are you going

to play ?

Future Future, jft f^f^'JlK 3T^=I shall be going to write.

CONDITIONAL MOOD.
Prksent Tense ( 2 )

*

Tresent Frogresszve.
| ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^j^^ j^j^ ^^^^,^_

Preserd Duhtattve.
| g^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^.^g. ^^^^^^

Past Tense ( 2 )

Pad Go7uiitional. ( ^ '^^ ?^ ,.,,^
( She would have fallen.
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Fast Dulntatioe (f ?f^^ *^ '"^
(Had 1 clone such roguerj.

Future Tense ( 2 ).

Fttture Conditional (^f^T^.T^^ •

( It he had been going.

( Should he be going ( m the tuture ).

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD,

g^ =gT^Tir c^c?=Tou will have to walk.

PARTICIPLES.

Presenf. rft rT ^rT STtET^ ( STHHRI )=While ( when ) he was

doing that.

Past ffl ^T?7T 3Tl=TrTt=When he came.

*ft ^rT: 3TF^ aT^fTT ^^ ^rT 'TTft'^ ?= Don't you pay me even

when I come here personally ( to demand ) ?

ADVERBS.

rTH Sometimes means "
at least.

"

^^5^ ?T5ft=Always.

^Jfo^f %sff= Sometimes.

%5^ ^vfjf=Whensoever.

qijo^ ^vff= Indefinitely.

W'f\ ?T^=Now and then.

^vfjf q-y ^vfjf= Sometime or other.

^Xt=rTT= Frequently .

Adverbs of time.—

3TT^T^JT^=Now-a days. ^^t=
{ ^ ^^^'^ J;f^;.^^

^2pjli^= Suddenly. 5tRT= Lately.

'qs^=At this very time. q'«nr5,= Hereafter.

-r , 1 ( 3 days ago.
|R^= Instantly. r^m=

[ 3 ^^^^ ^|^^^
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^S' ?
= Immediately. fTfT?T=Continually.

^TtSRT=At present. ( In a wide

sense-ago, time. )

^=Presently.

Adverbs ofplace.
—

gTfrT=Near. ^^^= Everywhere.

Adverts of manner.—
3T^pnir= Suddenly.

31c^= Eminently .

3Tf^=More.
3;^^^= Necessarily.

rP3|75r= Together.

f^onTOT''t=Thus.

f
- _ C For no reason.

^^"^-
I Merely.

^Tf%g_= Scarcely.

Adverbs of quantity.
—

11^7^= Once,

3TF>ff=At the beginning.

Adverb of mood.
—

f%Trfq' !TTff=N"ot at all.

^^^= Certainly .

fiTq2-= Quickly.

STPJ:=For the most part.

^^7= Gratis.

5?p5"=In vain.

^=Even

Generallv.

5^= Enough.

^^^C= Truly.

Adverbs of demonstration,.

^5ff=Now.

Adverbs of interrogation.
-

qf7^^rT^=Why.

Adverbs of motion.—
5niT?rJT= Quickly; briskly.

•TTH:, "TrrqfT^, T.^T; T?, T^^^ nr^T, tT^T? etc= At ouco.
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POSTPOSITIONS.
Before Postpositions Nouns indicative of time usually remain

unchanged.

The Postposition qf^^:^ is joined to the instrumental in ^; e. g.,

^TTFTT ^W^»T=by your favour.

Adverbs governed by Postpositions are not inflected; but they

may take the Genitive crude form.

^T^TT^T or ^T^T:qT^T^=From ( or since ) yesterday.

Postpodtions of time.—
5TFT; ^ ( denote futurity ) ^Wd, tItT, smt^'T, 1!^.

Note difference between 55 and ^^J^.

Postpositions of space.
—

3lf^, 3T?fii=In. 3T??t^t=0n this side

JT(i^=In. ci^^^=On the other .side,

qr^', ^n#T, ?Tf^vf=Near.

Note—Ti?ff used only in learned discourse.

Motion to and form.
—

qT%?ff=Till.

Instrumentality.
—

^fT?^, ^T^i, ^TT, ?T^, ^rfl=By or througli.

Miscellaneous.

^f[^, arH?> f%Jn=Without.

Note.— ^r^ and f^W( only mean
"
-without.

"

^ri^^lf^TT ( or ^T^ )=Without taking it.

^nftlT and ^IcfT^ express more:—
( 1 ) besides.

( 2 ) without, except.

( 3 ) additional.

?t'flF5T is used with ^T^ and ^^ to express a sense of exclusion

^^=Instead of ( ^^ ).

^lTT»T=Like (fnr^).

^TT^; ^; Wm; ^^; m-, ^H; ^?T5r^T=With; but^ only

in poetry.

f%^?r; ^Jc!^=Against. ^i[f=Together with,
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CONJUNCTIONS.

( I ) Copulative:
—

Uniting form and meaning,

anf^, 3TT"T^; ^•, ^; ft; ^; ^^t^; T'T ( also, even ); ^NfTT ( nay )

( 2 ) Disjunctive-.'
—

Uniting sentences but not meaning.

f^T; 3T»T^T; 3T7TT; ^=or.
( 3 ) Adversative:— Uniting sentences but opposite senses,

TT; qfT; rfft ( but ); W^ ( still ).

( 4 ) Oaiisative:— Stating a reason,

^rt^; *K"JI*1i; ^^^', 3n^; m^^; ^rm^ ( therefore ). V^tf has

three meanings:
—

( 1) "Therefore "—
r^TR »T^T f^fT fj^ W^^ ^ ^f^.

( 2 ) Like *'f
'' demonstrative—

(. He said he would come to my house.

( 3 )
"
Called"—

( There was a son of Abraham called Isaac.

Gomlitional conjunctions,
—

^; irrt; 'nffrlT; IfT^ ( then ).

( 1 ) ?^nr^ means ''

namely ",
"
that is to say

"
as *5<J|^ ^??

=Meaning what ?

( 2 ) "Then indeed"', "that being the case"

[gsft
'A\^'f>\ SFHT ?TTff ^m ftf3>

= Should you
\ s^x^ak, thou indeed my work will be done.

Declarative Conjunctions.
—

^ ( that ), 5PlrT ( saying ).

Comparative Gonjunctimis. '7%jt; ^€\H ( tlian ).

INTERJECTIONS.

Those ofjoy—^', 3nfT ( oil ! ).

Those of approbation
—

^TF^T; f[^', H^ STT^T; vf^ ( bravo ! )

Those of surprise
—

^TTfT; ^T^; 37^c7; 5?fTfT ( oh ! )

lliosc of contempt
—

%, i5rT; vf^ft; f^; 'fr ( shame ! )
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Those of reproach
—

frT; ^^ ( sliame ! )

Those ofproMbiUon
—^; ^^ ( silence ! )

Those of indifference
—at ( umpli !)

Jliose of address 3Tt;\; | (0 ! ma.s.)3TJr; Tf;
! (fern.) 3T3ft ! (mas.

or fern. ) 3f^ ! {jplural. mas. or fem. )

3?T and Tare endearing but not respectful.

I is singular, but respectful.

3T^ for respect and courtesy.

Prefix=:3q^. Suffix=5(r^.
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SYNTAX.
THE SUBJECT.

Wlieii the Verb lias two objects-the Accusative and tlie Dative-
the Ace. object is put before the verb.

( We should make eacli other happy.

Tlie Subject can be a woi'd, a phrase or a sentence^—in the last

case the Demonstrative Pronoun is inserted in apposition.

Tlie subject of the Verb is in the Nominative case except in the

following- cases:—
( 1 ) A transitive verb in the Past Tense.

(.
He called me.

( '2 ) In the Subjunctive mood, when it is in the Instrumental,

( He should go.

But in the Dubitative Subjunctive in the Nominative. .

( He miglit have come.

( 3 ) In the Potential, when the Subject goes into the Dative or

Genitive Instrumental.

( ?|tTT or 44I^>4|^ =gT^^?f

(.
I can walk.

\ Rama could lift this
"
ghara."

( 4 ) The Verbs expressing obligation-simple or compound-take
the Dative.

(.
I want a mango.

( I liavp to go.

(. I must go.

\ I have to do tliis.
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The Subject of the Verb is sometimes omitted.

( 1 ) When the Vei-b is impersonal

( I feel sick.

( 2 ) When the Subject is indefinite snch as
" one" the

verb is in tlie Neuter singular.

( ^fi4H'i^?: R^ ?T^

( If one sleeps on the ground

( 3 ) In passive phrases

( It is called a dictionary.

The Subject is sometimes put into the Neuter singular with the

Verb in agreement.

( 1 ) When the agent is unknown

1 Who is calling ?

( 2 ) In a general statement

\ Whoever has eyes will see.

( 3 ) To describe a humble person delicately.

When the verb 3T^ is followed by a nominal predicate, it agrees

with the subject.

( Suppose you had become a boy.

When there are two or more Nominatives.

( 1 ) If they are persons and of the same gender, they take

the plural.

( Rama and his father have come.

( 2 ) But if the persons are different (i. e.
"
jon and I,"

"She and you
"

), the verb agrees in person with the let

in preference to the 2nd ( i. e. I, not you ), and with the

2nd in preference to the 3rd ( i. e- you, not she ).
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( That yoii and I sliall distinbute them.

( m^ sfft'^ ^ m f%?ft w^ 3TT^.

( How happy my sister and I are.

( She and you had come.

( 3 ) When the Nominatives denoting persons diffeinn gender,

whether singular or plural-they take the Neuter Plural .

( Where have Janoji and his wife gone ?

( 4 ) When the two Nominatives are inanimate objects or

irrational animals, the Verb often agrees in number

and gender with the last word.

( Our cow and horse have not come.

But if a Demonstrative Pronoun be introduced, the 8rd perf^on

plural may be used.

THE OBJECT.

When the object is a person, it goes into the Dative. Otherwise

the Accusative.

Sometimes when stress is to be Inid on a verb, the irrational

object takes the Dative.

JTT'^T ^ir-T^^ ?=Have you tied up the cow ?

Tlf^ ^fvicft^ ?=Have you tied up the cow ?

If emphasis is to be laid on an inanimate object, it sometimes

takes the Dative.

When a transitive Verb takes two or more Accusative objects, it

generally agrees with the last. But a Demonstrative Pronoun in appo-

sition may be used, when the Verb goes into Neuter Singular or Plu-

ral in agreement with the pronoun.

A transitive Vei-b may take twoobjects-a direct ( STrW <>t 5^^ )

( which is in the Accusative ) and an indirect ( 3<H*0m or ^f\ )

( which is in the Dative ).

( 1 ) When the direct object denotes an action, the Gerund

or Dative Supine is nsed,
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( # rm^ f^^ ( or f^R^W ) T%^f^^
( I taught him to write.

( 2 ) When the indirect object expresses an action, the

indeclinable present participle in HT or ?THT is used.

I saw him going.

\ I made him king.

The Verb does not agree with the factitive object TT^-

When the object of a transitive Verb is a sentence, the Verb goes
into the Neuter Singular.

THE ADJECTIVE.

When an Adjective is used attributively to two or more Nouns
it agrees with the nearest.

1 This good coat, turban and plaid.

\ I like this good boy and girl.

When an Adjective is used predicatively, to two or more nouns,
whicli denote Persons and are of the same gender, it is in the plural.

1 You and I are good.

But if of different genders, then the Adjective is in the Neuter
Plural.

j
K^^^} ^T ^ 3TTt 'tr^ *r?ff 37Tf?T

1 His father and mother are very good people.
When the subjects denote inanimate objects, the Adjective agrees

with the last.

( r?n%'^ ^ =^1=^ jft^ p?ft
C Its head and beak were large.

But if the Demonstrative Pronoun is used, it, of course, is Neuter

Plural, and Adjective and Verb follow suit.

When a declinable Adjective is used by itself as the object of a

transitive Verb, it assumes the Neuter Singular form.

\ We told him the truth.
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Tliis declinable Adjective may be used with an object when, if

the object is Accusative, the Adjective agrees with it in gender and

numbei',

C frR ^fto5^ fvnr STJTff ^To^ %^
( She made the wall quite black with coal.

and when the object is in the Dative, the Adjective goes into

the Neuter Singular.

Tfl ^^\ ^T'Jt ^HFTWr
I consider you wise.

In constructions with ^^ the Adjective usually agrees with the

inflected object ( if it is declinable ).

\ T made her well,

f This is the largest mango.^ ^UhU ^ ?TT7TW ( or W^ ^"•^i'^ ).

Excess may be shown by doubling the Adjectives or by adding
anothei' of like meaning.

m ^J^ rJT^ ?TT^T

He became very red.

( Ht qkri ^T^ 5rT^T

(. He became very white.

Quality is shown by. %r[^\ or tr^^.

\ He looks as young as myself.

IIT^T shows number or quantity wliile Ti^TT shows ratlier magnitude.

( He looked somewhat black.

W[ or ^=somewhat, rather.

Likewise the Adverbs, vJTTT, f%f%5, ^W55 are used.

Only they come before the Adjective.

\ He is a little black.

To show plurality the Adjective is i-epeated or has <TT affixed to it.

fW^ WP^ WPi ^T^ 3TT^ ix^ «»i

-j
^ w^^ fTT^ 3n^ ft^

[^
Great men had come there.

Notice that reduplicating the Adjectives shows distribution

gradual progression and intensity.

t;

{
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I
( fT^HT ^'T ncf: ^T^ ^TST

I Grive a cake to each of them all.

.^ I pft «Tt^ «ft^ ^T'gT
"'

(_
Read a little at a time.

g f rft ^7Tc7 ^\^ m^
( He became very red.

When in a sentence a Nonn is placed in apposition, the Verb and

Adjective agree with the apposition.

Titles come after names, but English ones before, after the

English fashion. Nouns denoting trades, professions etc. are put after

the Proper Nouns i. e. TTflT W[o^=The gardener Rama, Also Nouns

denoting countries, cities and rivers etc. g^ ^fT.

THE PRONOUN.
Personal..

In addressing the Deity the Singular is used.

In addressing persons by name certain honorific suffixes

are used, /. e. T^^, JJ^^, i^, «TrT, ^, ^TJTF etc. for men, and

^jf, rTlf foi' women.

When the Personal Pronouns take inflected Nouns in apposi-

tion, they usually assume crude form.

( You should give a gift to me, a poor man.

liefore names in the instrumental case, the 1st and 2nd

Personal Pronouns assume their instrumental forms.

X You, gentlemen, should not act so.

When the Noun is uninflected, the Pronoun also is unin-

fleeted.

What can T, a poor man, do ?'{

Befletdve.

The Pronouns aTN^r and ^rT: are used reflexively.

( c^Hf 3Tn"liH ( or ^cTtTT'? ) flT^^ ^^
( They beat themselves.

We s]iall think about it by ourselves.
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Appositionally ^H: only is used.

He himself is learned.

3ame personally ( or himself ).

Note.—STN^T "which can be used appositionally as an expletive.

I am just sitting !

The Genitive case of STN"^ can never be used with the sub-

ject. It can only qualify the object of the Verb or its

extension. Thus:'—

I Raoji saw his son lying on the road.

f JTNToS 3TrF^ Jlf^T^T it^T

( Gropal went to his village.

„ C ?3f ^ r^TT^t ^TWt STT^l ^nlrT
^

(_
Khandu and liis wife have come.

This however is correct

^ STN^T ^m^t ^^J^ 3TT^^
3TT'7'T may sometimes be substituted for the Personal

Pionoun.

( T^ m^^ 3TTqiT IFST

( He left nio outside and went.

Special uses of aTf?'^:
—

( 1 ) In the sense of
"

J together Avith others
"'

addressed,

\ We four are invited to-day.

( 2 ) In respect, instead of ggft.

( 3 ) In speaking modestly of intention or ability to- do a

thing.

t I will consider it.

^TTT^ 3n'T''T=of ones own accord.

VTT^'T^ is distributve.

Helaitoe.

When the antecedent Pronoun ( to which a relative is

attached ) is of the 1st or 2nd person, it is joined to

both the relative and coirelative.
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-{ What is the use of this to you who cannot

(^ read ?

When the I'elative is followed by several Nouns, it agrees

with the one nearest to it. But sometimes it may
agree with the last, particularly if it be the prin-

cipal word.

Enij)hasis is obtained by either doubling the relative or

adding ^T^ft to it.

I
^ ift q?T«f rfT ?TT»T m m ^TIBfl k^^

\ Whatever she asked, we gave her.

( 5ft aF^T f^'^^ "Nt^ m^
1 Whoever believes will be saved.

l)evwndraHve.

3T^ used appositionally expresses kind or soi-t. But ^ ex-

presses individuality.

A Demonstrative Pronoun used appositionally to Nouns,

agrees with those Nouns in gender and number. If

the Nouns are of different gender, the Demonstra-

tive goes into the Neuter Plural, If an appositional

Demonstrative is followed by a Noun, it agrees with

that Notin.

j
At that time they took /muskets, swords and

(^
shields.

A Demonstrative in apposition to a clause or several clauses,

is always in the Neuter Singular.

Interrogative.

q^oT is used chiefly in reference to persons but sometimes

to things.

^OTHT 01- ^T"!^! is used Avhan enquiry refei-s to one of a,

class of objects.

1 Which boy told you tliis .story ?

^fTrTT thus means "
which

"
or

"
what."
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mes of ^rPT:
—

(1) As "what"

( 2 ) Instead of '^ in the sense of
"
whatever,

'*

X Bring whatever he may give you.

( 3 ) As an exclamation of surprise at greatness or

magnitude.

(What courage this !

( 4 ) Reduplicated to show surprise at number and variety.

r?fr ^^ ^FPI r^T% 5"^ ^'i !

A What and how many excellencies of his shall

t I tell !

( 5 ) As an interjectional particle of surprise.

( What, did you strike him ?

( 6 ) STFT 'rt^ ^PT ? in a question.

Indefinite.

^JfT=Some one. When the person is quite unknown ^iTfTT

IB used.

^?Ht=Any one.

^rfr^ expresses some particulai' person or thing, both

singular and plural.

\ Some one said so.

apfiT ti^ Also means "a certain man."

Note —
I ^i,ich one shall I take ?

( Take any one at all.

!Rtft==Some, a few etc.

( Some people think so.

^tfl !nFf= Nothing at all, not at all.

^rr^ ^fr^^=By some means or otlier.
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^niff ^>Tft Can be used distributively.

^tp 3rTff=Some little ( in degree ).

THE CASE.

The Nom/inative,.— ( !T«TOT or ^^^TT«F )•

This is the case of the subject in the jfT^n IRtl. Also of the

nominal predicate.

\ You are a very honest woman.

The Accusative ( ^jf^T^^ )•

This expresses the direct object of a Verb. But when this direct

object denotes a person, it is put in the Dative, ^'. e. with ^T.

The Accusative shows time, space and measure.

f 1 ) [
'^ sf^rN #T ^^ 'gri^f.

^ '^

( I walk four miles every day.

^ ^
X She walks bare foot all the year round.

(
o\S ^^TF^T #T ^ "^^ ^.

^ '
\ Give him two seers of flour.

Tlie Instrumental. ( qv?:«JT^TT^ or H^ft?TT )•

This case denotes the instrument whereby an action is performed.

It also denotes

( 1 ) The subject in the ^M^\\ & VTT^T constructions.

( 2 ) The operating power or cause.

( He died from that very disgrace.

( 3 ) Manner.

\ He come with great delay.

( 4 ) The accompanying circumstance.

( 5 ) The contents of a thing.

\ He jfilled it with water.

( 6 ) A reference.

( He is healthy in body.
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( 7 ) Space, proximity, etc.

\ I was walking along tlie road.

( f?r^ rw^ ^tSt '^ff^.

\ She held him close to her bosom.

( From Poona.

Note—In the last case t. e. when qf is used to mean JT or 1^, it

has no anuswar.

( 8 ) Intercourse, opposition, etc.

( He fought with him.

( 9 ) Time

(_
In two hours time.

( 10 ) Authority.

(_ According to law.

( 11 ) Comparison.

( 12 ) Measure of excess or inferiority.

( He is older by two years.

( 13 ) Rate of, in measurements etc.

The Dative ( xTgvff or ^ni^T*f*l1* )•

( 1 ) Signifies a giving. It shows the indii^ect object.

(.
I will give this to you.

( 2 ) The direct object.

C I beat him.

( 3 ) The subject of a Potential Verb.

( 4 ) The person or thing to which an action refers—especi-

ally in intransitive Verbs.

(.
It appears to me.

(. He recovered.

( 5 ) Person or thing benefitted or injured.
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( 6 ) Possession with 3TO^.

( He has six children.

( 7 ) The person for whom sympathy is shown.

( They cried much for him.

( 8 ) The thing in which a person suffers.

( They lose their manhood by it.

( 9 ) The person supplicated.

(10) Effect or consequence.

( He fought to his ruin.

(11) Definiteness.

( Sweet to the taste.

(12) Comparison.

(13) Utility, office.

\ He employs boys as servants.

(14) Compensation.

\ A kick for a kick.

(15) Relation of space ( space in, or on, and motion to )

(. He had a turban on his head.

( He went to the city.

(16) Time.

( a ) Point of time.

1 Tomorrow at four o'clock.

( b ) Indefinite time.

f WJ^ T^l^ ft^ i\r{W 1

(. Where were you last night ?

(*c ) -Limit, extent.

t It is two minutes to ten.
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JVo^e.—5y| is used to show definite time only and never indefinite

time, which is shown by ^.

Tlie Ablative ( 3T^KH*R'^ *^t "T^^ft )•

The ablative shows the sense of
"
taking away

"
or

ablation.

The termination f»F or ;3?T is affixed directly to the noun or to

nouns governed by the postpositions. Also to adverbs, as, cf^^ etc.

qr^Jf is used in the sense of^ to denote a sense of
'

ablation.'

( Gas is produced from coal.

f r^l-^m %mTfC5 ^^tWT^ TqSf^ ITFTT 5T%^.

( No one can have suffered from his pranks.

Motion from a place is expressed by ff.

( He came from the village.

Motion from a person is shown by m^^ or IT^^^.

Postpositions and adverbs inflected by fsf and 3;^ when expressing

plurality have a locative and not ablative form.

\ Everywhere all the trees were visible.

Postpositions inflected by ^!f when governing plural nouns convey

the locative sense.

( The birds perched on the trees.

Motion is expressed by ^^.

( He went on horseback.

|[5f
is also used comparatively as

"
than.

"

( A better position than this.

TJie Genitive.

TJie object is sometimes governed by the genitive.

I Believe her.

The genitive is often used of a person with reference to
*

an emotion.

( VJ^T JrT?n %rft ^^.
\ Hew much 1 loved him.
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This emotional genitive means two things; thus 3TTfWlf^ !ftfrT

may mean either the love of parents ( by a child ) or the love of

parents ( for a child ).

Note—A noun in the genitive case when it denotes a quality (i. e.

when it is an adjective ), is not generally modified before the genitive
termination.

Thus ^T?:xrT= household.

But ^T^=of the house.

^'^f JTT''T^=The people living in the house.

^TTT^T ''TRT=The master of the house.

It is usually only words expressing a local relation which

( like adverbs ) do not inflect the root before the genitive termination.

a^^rgT; fff^^T; ^?T=gT; ^tT?:^T etc:

But ^T?n'^T= Useful, of use, etc:

Also notice the adverbs such as ^T^ (of above); ^T^^| (of

yesterday ).

These adverbs become adjectives.

The genitive of change of state.

( A beggar becomes a rich man.

The objective genitive is chiefly governed by the compound
verbs and expresses the object of some feeling.

X I was angry with him.

( They dishonoui'ed the king.

The genitive is sometimes used adverbially to express relation

of time.

( He sleeps by day.

The Locative ( MH^I ) .

The Locative of Instrumentality.

/ He eats with the mouth.
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THE POSTPOSITIONS.
Instrumental.

^^^ expresses simple instrnmentality and is affixed to the instru-

mental in ^.

^^ likewise.

( ?^ ^^'=h^H ( ^RT^ ) JTlft^.

\ He killed him with a weapon.

^Tf?T is much the same. But it sometimes has the ablative
'

sense

of "from.
"

( Take the money from him.

f ^ ft^^TSTT^T ^T^T.
He came from Hindustan.

5T^^^H has generally an ablative force but sometimes expresses

agency.

X This vessel was broken 'by me.

§[lTt=By.

Dative.

SrfT=To. It can be attached to the object; as,

( He speaks to the minister.

or to the place

f rft TTcTTSTrT T^^T

( He went to tlie town.

But snr only occurs m learned discourse. ^55 expiesses the

object.

( Tell him.

^lift iy used in poetry. It shows the object, ground or utility.

( ^^^^^ f^TTfr.

( Fit for writing.

TT^ like ^»T^a5.

«?:%=To.

( ?*jl=h^ ITT

X Go to him.
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Ablative.

^^iT shows motion froin.

( m <f\w\ \ ^a^¥5 ^T^.
( I have come from him.

Agency or proximity.

X He went by our village.

q|^;r=From, time, ( space oi- otherwise. )

q^=Than ( in comparison ).

^'W^ expresses motion.

( 1 ) Source.

( He came from upstairs.

(2) Locality.

X On horse back.

(3) Proximity in motion.

X By the village, past the village.

(4) Reason "by means of.
"

( By reason of the voice.

Locative.

STTH, "I Both mean "in" and are used with' reference

JT^ ) to place.

Notice the idiom of STTrf for 3rt when talking of clothes,

qpTTrT ^3TlTr= Shoes on the feet.

STFTFT 3TFIT^=A coat on the body. etc.

But

when capable of inflection, postpositions agree *in gender and

number with the noun to which they refer.
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\ Twenty elephants stuod round him.

They may inflect tlie whole sentence.

(.
I will not go without taking the Rupees.

When postpositions inflect a sentence, the verb is in the past tense

in ^T ( uninflected ).

Note. The postposition and the inflected form are put together.

(. Out of the house.

THE TENSES

The simple tenses express point of time without regard to dura-

tion and they shoAv single acts or habits.

Compound tenses express duration or continuance of time.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

The Present Tense.

The Present Indefinite.

( 1 ) Indicates an act lately commenced and in a state of

progression.

( 2 ) Indicates an action just about to begin; as, ;ft !!IHif=I am
just coming.

( .S ) Indicates an action that will certainly happen; as, g^^
<3'^J Jn^ToBT^ ?nr=I shall give you leave tomorrow.

( 4 ) Indicates a genei'al axiom or truth of all times.

(5) Shows habit; jft ^J^ ^r^ 'i^i=l am in the habi^ of

giving lakhs of rupees.

( 6 ) AVhen quoting from an extant author-

27ie Present Imperfect.

( 1 ) Expresses that action is going on; as, jfr i^fXrl 3?!^= I

am writing.

8
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( 2 ) Used in speaking of past action.

( 3 ) It expresses sometLing vvliich has been going on for an in-

definite period; as, ^ ^^ f^m f^^^ ?:fm 37Tf^=How long have you

been living here ?

The Present Imperfect Emphatic.

( 1 ) Is more emphatic than the above; TTT F^ff^TT 3TTf=I am

writing ( go away etc. ).

( 2 ) It expkesses an action that has been going on interruptedly

for some time.

The Present Habitnal

Shows the habitual occupation of the agent; as, ^5^rT ^W T^i\r\

3^^^j^=Fish live in the sea.

THE PAST TENSE.

The Past Indefinite.

( 1 ) Shows what is already past and done with; as, rfl ^T^ T^T

|>jijTj^j=He said to me yesterday.

( 2 ) Is used with the first clause of a conditional sentence with

!3TT to show probability; as, ?|^':ff ^TT^T^ rR ^f'T=Sliould you come

then tell me.

( 3 ) It expresses something which will certainly be done at

once; as, jft ^^t=I 'im ji^isf coming. ( Consider* I have come.
"

)

( 4 ) It is used instead of the present tense to express a desire

or opinion modestly; as, «ft€t '^T^T'^Tlf'^ flrfT=I want a little sugar.

5 ) It shows a present progressive action on point of completion;

as, ^%\ ^}^ ^T^ 31l^T=My horse is coming, look !

The Past Imperfect,

Shows an action begun and in progress but not finished; as, 1^%

f^^iii rfl 'T^H ^r^ fTrlT=One day he was coming back.
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The Pai Hahttnnl

( 1 ) Expi'esses an action whlcli was habitual in time past; as

rft ^TfT fJT%=He used to sally forth.

( 2 ) With ^\ it shows unwillingness or impossibility in past

time; as, ?ft ^^FrT=He would not set out.

( 3 ) It is used to show the result, end, or completeness of an

action expressed by another verb; as, gSTT ih^ ^Tf rTt'WT ^ ^T^

l^?ft^=you will drink liquor till you die.

( 4 ) Consequence of an action; as, ;TT?n' fTrT 5^: ^^ ftf 3?^ 3^^
ii!j|gf=Please give me medicine to cure my hand. -

( 5 ) It is used in poetry for all the tenses of the indicative.

The Compound HaUhtal Past,

h ^rT 3TFrrr=They used to come.

The Bvhitative Past.

( 1 ) This expresses the probable occurrence of an event in pas^

time; as 55ft JT^T f^^^ ^T^ q«Tr=You may have taught me but...

; rj Tt<TT 3TfT?ft^= You may have gone.

When the probability is more near a certainty 3?^^ is used; as,

rft Jt^ 37FT=rT=He must -have gone; l^^ ^ R^ 3T^Tgf= He must have

taken it.

( 2 ) A common probability; as, rft ^P^ 3T^f7=He may have

come.

( 3 ) 3?^ may be used to show a past event which may have

happened in past time; as, jft ^"^'jsff m ^\ 3?^^=He might have

gone before I arrived. For greater probability ST^BT^f is used; as, ift

^'"TT'J.off rTt Jl^T 3TiTT^T=He must have gone before I ari*ived.

Note—In conditional clauses ^H<f>\ is preferable to 3T^; as, rTT

3TT^T 3{f^rt | ^ qj7T FrtTT=Should lie have come, then tell me.^

The Past Prospective.

C 1 ) Expresses an intention in past time to do some action; in

?ft ^T^ ^T'' ^^ T^ — ^ ^'^'^'^ ^^ have come yesterday, but.,.i
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( 2 ) Expresses an act which was on the point of happening in

past time, but whether it did or did not take place is uncertain; as

^T^ rTT^T '^^^ ft'^TT fnft=He was to have been tried yesterday.,

THE PERFECT TENSE.

Shows completed action theeflects of which extend to the present;

as, ^qt ^rrpft %^RW -tl l^mM' ^t^R^ srff=My sister has invited me to

dine with them. aTTroT q^M^H ^ETTfT^ "^^ 5^1^ V^^ '^ifW^^ 'TT

^t^ TT^R^r 3Tlf=God has sent lis into this world that we might

help each other.

Note.

In English the Perfect Tense is used to show a past action re-

cently completed. But in Marathi for this purpose the Past Inde-

finite is used; as, iff aTlwH ^TrTT ^%^= I have just heard the news.

It is used dramatically for the Pluperfect; as, ^T ^T^^T ^If f^^PTI^

n^ 3TT^=He was just going when the king arrived.

THE PLUPERFECT TENSE.

( 1 ) Expresses a past completed action; as, c^lt'ff frT^ Hpft^^

f^^^ ft^ ^sft »ff qT?|"5r=They had just placed her on the bier when

1 saw her.

( 2 ) Expresses a past action which does not continue itself to the

present time; as, ;ff ^^ T^'TT^W fTrff=I went to Poona yesterday

( but returned. )

( 3 ) Employed for the present perfect out of modesty; as, ?ff

^TTT^ ^^^rpH^ 37F5t ftm=I have come to meet you.

The Future Tense.

Indefinite.

( 1 ) Futurity; as, 55rt MI^M qi^=It will rain tomorrow.

( 2 ) Expresses the interrogative
"
should;

"
as, ^f ^h\i\^ ? rft

^^ snff=Why should he break it ? He is not mad.

( 3 ) With xT expresses
"
Shall;

"
as, m lTTt^^=He shall go.
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( 4 ) Expresses indifference as to realisation of supposition; as?

^n^ ?TT '!n=You may give if yon wish.

( 5 ) The possibility of the English
"
may;

"
as, ap'rift tTTt ^^^=

We may meet some one.

( 6 ) It is used when followed by an Imperative; as, 5(I*'l^^T-^

3?^ ^HM ^^ ?r ^7?;= Do with the rest what you please,

( 7 ) After it^ or ij^,

( 8 ) More respectful than Imperative or Subjunctive in making
a request.

Future Imperfect.

( 1 ) Expresses continuity in futurity; as, ^qf ^ ^55^ ?ft ST^T^

ivO^ 3TO^=He will be travelling this time tomorrow.

( 2 ) Shows most probability; as, ^ ^^ ^^THSr BT^ff=1 shall in

all probability be in Poona tomorrow .

Future Continuative,

Shows commencement and continuance of a future act in future

time; as, ?ft ^TT^rTT ^tf^=He will begin to go away.

Present Prospective.

( 1 ) Shows the future accomplishment of an act resolved on; as,

^ ^'it ^fTTT 3TI^^=They are coming tomorrow.

( 2 ) Shows emphatically a determination to do or not to do some-

thing; as, 5^ ^TRTT (i^o&'JlK Trft=You shall not have permission.

Future Future,

g'^ ^r' ?r5^ *n f^'^rrr 3T^Jf=I shall be going to write when

you come.

Shows future probability; as, rft ^:^T 37%«7=He may 1)0 coming
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THE CONDITIONAL IVIOOD.

The Simple Indefinite.

(l)Expresses something which might have happened in past time

but which dill not take place; as, 3?^ ^C 5^f ^I'TrTf, rT'! 5f^I^ ^^(^T *T^T

^Tcfrft ?=If he had spoken to you thus, could you have mocked him ?

(2) Also used in both clauses of a conditional sentence; as, jft

?T^ ^Ff^HT rrr=Had I acted so, then.

(3) May express a present, past or futui'e supposition; as, ^ 3TT^

^T Hr gsft^ ftrft=Were he to come to day, you would see him.

Progressive Conditional.

This expresses much the same as the simple indefinite, but is

moi^e applicable to acts in progress at the time to which the supposi-

tion refers; as, ami Tf^W T^rT ^Tl^T rT^ '^t'T^ ;TfT?r=Were it to rain

continually like' this, it would be bad.

Dnhitative Conditional.

( 1 ) Expresses a probability of which the speaker has no

knowledge; as, ^TT qT^5W T^TT ST'ETcTT ?TT ^^ ^^=If it should be raining,

do not come.

( 2 ) To show agent may have an intention, but speaker is

ignorant; as ^\ 3TRT 31H^T HT ?f ^W ?^T^ ^RTT=Should he be going

entrust the work to him.

Compound Indefinite.

Expresses "would have"; as, WT ^^ ^TT^T ^T^T^TT ^ 5^T ?^ ^"^

f^ 3T^=lf he had come there, he would have let you go.

Tast Dubitative.

Shows an uncertainty which, if it ever occurred, must be now fully

performed; as, rft f ^JTFT^T 3T^T^T ^ ^^=Should he have said thus,
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he is a blackguard; m ^^\ 3TO^T r!^ *T^T ^RI=Sliould lie Have come,

tell me.

Future Conditional.

Shows a possibility of doing' a thing which acti^ally did not come

off; as, m ^"^T^ 3T^m rTT ^t t\r{=li lie had intended to go, it would

be fine.

Future Dubitative.

Same as Dubitative Conditional, only of a more distant future

time; as, hV ^T'TTT 3TO^T r{T TT^T fTfiT= Should he be going, then

tell me.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

( 1 ) Expresses obligation; as, '(!jr?TT JTTTT^T=You should ask for

pardon.

( 2 ) Denotes fitness or authority; as. c^TT'T f^^lf^HRT i?^fR=That

person might sit on the throne.

( 3 ) Shows
" must " wnth thelnstrumeiital in the following case;

as, cTTR ^TTsft W:J^ ^TPT ?=Must he die of hunger ?

( '1- ) Shows
'
must," "is to"; as, 3T^ ^;7^^=It is to be under-

stood thtis.

( 5 ) Used for politeness in orders.

( 6 ) To sliow interi-ogatively su}-prise or emotion; as, y^TH: '^^
3T^ ?rTT^=You too talk of pardon ! g^T, g<7T ^T^ S|nTTgf=Boy, what

shall I say to you ?

( 7 ) With T^R" expresses purpose; as, ?:t1TT ^TTTT^T ST^^T ^ ^^
xj^ 5rr^= All the people assembled to elect a king.

( 8 ) Is sometimes used for Past Habitual; as, rJ^^ ^j^ ^^^=
He would sally foi'th.

( 9 ) Expresses a supposition Avhich the speaker expects to be

realised; as, r^TFT 7'^ Jn^=He should come tomorrow.

(10) cj^fTTTTT^f ftH=Vou should have told me.

The negative forms are three;—
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( 1 ) q" Before the ordinaxy subjunctive ( rarely used ).

( 2 ) The subjunctive with sf^ ( subject in'.Instrumental ) ( most
common ).

( 3 ) Present Participle in rTT with ^TTf^ ( subject in Dative or

Instrumental ); as, ^^ or jffW ^WT ^=^=1 should not come. ( This

shows a certain degree of impropriety ).

THE IMPERATIVE MOOD.

( 1 ) In the 1st person to ask something or to say
'

let us"; as,

4\ 5Tr?T ^^=May I come in ? JTT^ST?: !3Tr5:=Let us go upstairs.

( 2 ) To give a command, in the 2nd person.

( 3 ) In the 3rd person to bless or curse; as, f'^ gj?^ ^g^ |m qj^-

May god bless you.

THE INFINITIVE MOOD.

The principal verbs governing the infinitive are ff^'jOi^ U^^*
^^of, f'T and ^TT^.

PARTICIPLES.

Present.

( 1 ) The participle in ^;

(«) m ^RlrT 3TT|.=He is reading.

(b) r(\r\^ T^rT 5rfT^=S]ie sat there crying.

( 2 ) The participle in m benotes that Avhile the action denoted
by the'participle is going on, that denoted by the verb takes place,
It shows duration expressed by

"
while.

'^

He fell down while walking.

When duration or continuance is to be expressed, the particii^e
is lepeated; but if not, it remains singly.

{

(. Come at 12 o'clock.
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~| They set themselves to take medicine with-

in
out making faces.

As the participle in W expresses an accompanying action on

the part of the subject so does that in ai "with reference to the

Indirect object.

^ T c.^ 1 f while lie was playing.
i 1 sa-w him i , .

i j b
i ( playing.

( 3 ) The participle in rTRT is the same as in fTT.

( 4 ) The participle in W ^TFTrTr expiesses the progressive sense;

( 3TT§ff ^rT 3T»TrTt rfl 3TT^.

( He came while we were playing.

Witli or without ft it has the force of 'STTT-

-^ Althongli I teach liini he cannot understand

(_
that science.

( o ) The participle in ?T 3T?T?TRT same as above; but seldom used.

Past.

( 1 ) In k5J used with auxiliary verbs.

( It is written.

Note.—at Jl^TH=i^hould he go.

( 2 ) ???TT is used as a participial adjective. It is sometimes used

with an auxiliai-y to make up a Passive form.

( The boat was tied to the shore.

(o)^\ *r|Tm=^Wliei,.

( ?Tt Jt^T ^^
1 When he had gone.

When Used with a conditional sentence, it has a greater force

than FiJTfT. It is sometimes used for "though.

9
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V K

(. Tliougli I said so mucli, still lie went.

( 4 ) The participle in ^?f when it inflects a^^ot, has the force

of 3n0.

-{ See, what a blunder 1 have made, though I

(^
am wise.

To make up compound verbs.

f ^fif "fT^ i^.
flung it away.

^ofe-Phrase. { | f
'^ ^

f^*^ ^^-
( 1 know lull well.

Future.

Shows knowledge of a future act.

( He is goinggoing to come.

Also a vei'bal noun.

{

^^nw.
Those who are coming.

THE GERUND.
The verb in ^ i. e WiT.^.

Declinable. e, g. ^^'J^T<TT=for doing.

^?:o?TT^T=of doing.

( ^^Hi ^'Jft '^FTcff BTltrT.

( His actions ai-e good.

C
f?iT^T 'sfTTT^'t

arnrr ^^ ^?:'if mff ^w.
\ It is right that he obeys his father.

It may take an object.

( You owe me betelnuts.

With 3T^of it shows obligation or necessity.

C We must die some day.
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( Do then as you think right.

THE SUPINE.

Dativr and Genitive.

( 1 ) The Dative is used as the infinitive.

( I am ready to do this.

( 2 ) Witli qfTif to show necessity.

( We shall have to go.

( 3 ) With 37^M to show necessity.

( I have to go.

But uninflected it simply shows the pai*ticiple in orpj^,

C I shall go.

( 4 ) Without an auxiliary it is used to show high pi'obability only

just short of certainty.

( tft ^^\ f^5ff STspf ^JTT^TT^T.

I He will one day do some harm.

The adverb.

The declinable adverb agrees in gender and number either with

the subject or object of the verb.

( She will dance well.

( How does lie sing ?

When the subject is iminflected and the verb intransitve, the

adverl) agrees witli tlie subject.

\ She walks well.
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When the verb takes an uninflected object the adverb agrees -with

the object in prefei'ence to the subject.

( rft TFFT Wr^ ^ft^.

( She sings'. well.

When both subject and object are inflected, the adverb goes into

neuter singulai\"&•

( How could he beat him ?

Also when subject of intransitive verb is omitted or inflected.

f fif^^ ?

I How will it be ?

f c^qr '^ rrft^ ?

(. How could he go ?

Adverb is in neuter singular, when object of transitve verb is

omitted and the verb expresses merely general sense of action.

( How does he read ?

( How does he read the book ?

When one adverb modifies another, both agree in gender and

number.

Adverb used to express sen*se of quality and also adjectives used

adverbially can be compared.

\ Maina reads better than Rama.

When %Sft is joined to %s^ to express the rare occurrence of an

event, the correlative %3ft is only once mentioned in a compound senten-

ce, t. e. in the first clause.

THE CONJUNCTION.

anM and ^ are copulative conjunctions.

These two differ. sttM connects opposite truths, but gf denotes

variety.

( That one is dark and this one is fair.
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(He brought ingratitude, dishonour and ruin.

anfnr has a causal force, ^. e. it can be translated as "and conse-

quently."

It also indicates that the action in the first clause preceded in

point of time that in the second.

(_ He turned over four leaves and asked.

anfir may be used indiscriminately but not cf.

The omission of conjunctions shows succinctness, though the

repetition of them rivets the attention on details. However the

voice is generally made to play its part.

3T«?^T and f^,^\ are almost identical. 3T^^T hns only a disjunctive

force, while f^cTT has the additional sense of variety.

'^'JT and qr^are adversative conjunctions. When the second clause

contradicts the first and when the first does not contain a negative

but the second does then no conjunction is used.

( She deceived herself, not her mother.

When the first clause contains a negative and the second a

positive, the conjunction, may or may not be inserted. If inserted, it

must be rfT.

X By eating poison, man will not live, but die.

When two opposite clauses are joined to indicate variety 3TtM" is

used.

( i^TJTI 3TO^ 3TtM 5^ ^^ 3Tt|.

I The boy is weak and the girl is strong.

When two adversative clauses are united in one sentence qtiT and

snM' connect the clauses. When the second clause negatives the first,

and the third limits the second, there is no particle between the first

and second clauses, and T^T or rfft between the second and third.

In causative sentences expressing purpose, the causal part is put
before the other with Tfi^t^ after it.

rft arq^Jf ^ ^^^T *f^^ r^
In order to remove tlie bad omen, he{
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( ?^H •€i ^TT^Tf^ fT ^n^T .

(_
He in order to remove the l3ad omen.

3fT and ?TT together are only used in conditional or suppositional

sentences.

rr^|<^ is used when the act mentioned in the conditional clause

is least important.

i Should you ever liappen to come to our town,

come and see me.

aTlFTrTT is more emphatic; but it still implies that the act mentioned

in the conditional clause is least important.

\ Should I go to him again, he will restore me to

his service.

When the conditional clause is to be made emphatic, the past

indicative with !3TT is used.

\ Should my uncle learn this, what would he say.

rf^^ rTT^ mfft HJIoii ^ItT wi %^ rffl ^^^

"1 Though I sj^end all my estate, still I could not

(^
make up her loss.

The Past Indicative is used when an event is most likely to hap-

pen in future time.

\ Should you ever pass our door, come to me.

When the event is almost certain and the performance of an-

other act depends upon it, the past tense is used followed by ?rrr^ and

not ?TT.

( Tell me as soon as he comes.

I
mm ^w: ^^ ^"^^ 'ft 3^T ^^•

I When uncle goes out, I will meet you.

When an event has actually occurred and there is no doubt about

it in the speaker's mind, the present and past tense of 3n^ make the

verbal forms.
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- If he is not a thief, then he has nothing to

^ feai'.

(_
If he is here, then you will see him.

( If they had come, they must have seen me.

When the speaker does not question the occurrence of the event

but simply wants to express his ignorance of it 3T^i7T is used.

\ Should he be going, do not come.

( Should you be going to write, I sliall not write.

( Should lie be somewhere just here, then what P

When we wish to express that the event might have been

different from that which has actually happened, the Conditional

Mood is used.

- Had 1 needed more money, I would have sold

the whole.

•{
If you had pardoned him, Rama would not

(^
have been so grieved.

When the conditional clause denotes a concession, !3Tft and ?TTt

are used.

( iT^ *=TffiTrr^ HTj r?Tpr ^T>^ sttCt.

( Altliough J tokl Jiini, he did not listeu.

or STfTrTT or aT^^TTfT instead of rT^.

iH'h^ has several meanings:—

( 1 ) That is to say, viz:. L c

( 2 ) After Past tense:
" When "

or
"

if."

1 When ( or if ) I go.

( 3 ) After Imperative:
"
And,

"
( if tJie action in tlie 2n(l clause

ia performed by another agent ).
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( Go there, and he will give you the book.

( 4 ) As an expletive.

( 1 )= Therefore.

( 2 )=Called.

( Tiaj ^^^^ 5c5ITT ?TrTT.

(.
There was a boy called Ganu.

( 3 )=As.

( f 5^rT^ ^'^'T'^ ^]^^ r?TR J^HJ f^^.

( He gave me this book as "Bakshis.
"

( 4 )=That, when placed between the objective sentence and the

principal vei'b.

( He said that he would go.

( 5 ) After Subjunctive it means "in order to.
"

( f^T^T^ *f^5r 3TT»fT 5TI^^ ^m.
1 We go to school in order to learn.

THE INTERJECTION.

In answering a question tlie verb employed in the question is

repeated with or without fpj. As, Wi\^ fTl^? ft^, IfT^ or fTT^.

When the question is put with the verb 3nf, it can be used alone.

iTTff is used in the same way.



SECTION-4.

PROSODY.

SAMAS ( Compounds ).

A Samas is the combination of two or more words expressing

one complete notion.

The four principal compounds are:—

( 1 ) 3<o^44)H ic|
=Adverbial Compound.

( 2 ) rTr5'^=Detei'iiiiiiative Compound.

(3) ,,!*»={ ^*:"i;elc-po-i

( 4 ) ^=Gopulative Compound.

( 1 ) In the 3TS'!I?ft*TR ^*?IH the first word is the principal word,

and the otliers are subordinate. The wliole compound has the force

of an Adverb.

The first word is generally an Adverb or indeclinable word.

?f^TRTf%=According to the ability.

5f^afj=Every moment, momentarily.

<f?:f^= Daily.

gT^f^=Every 24 minutes.

( 2 ) In the !Tc5^T HHW the second word is the principal one and

the two words are joined by some of the case relations ( except Nom.

and Voc. ).

^3[T|T=The house of god ( ^% ^ ) Gen.

»fqf^=Lord or king of the eai-th. ( v[jm qf^ ) Gen.

jnrE?r>T=A pillar /or sacrifice ( JT^TT^i^TTf ^^ ) Daf.

:g^on=Feai' from a thief ( tjViMIH*T «ni ) Abl.

Hi^»':< lH= A dwelling in hell ( Hi^irl ^T^ ) Tyoc.

5n^ffif^=Versed in shastras ( 5T|*>lf*<li^ Pi^ui ) Loc.

fMT^r^= Created hj God ( f^^H fMrm ) Tnstr.

10
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It is tlius seen that in the rT?5^? ¥MW the case relationships

are implied and not expressed.

( 3 ) When the whole compound is used predicatively of a sub-

ject, it is called an Adjectival Compound; as:—
^^ ^<fft

=Having the face of a horse; horse-faced.

qCT^qT^= Lotus eyed.

«ll*h^*<l'^T=Crooked-necked .

^^f[^
=Two-faced.

The ^gsOi^ is usually derived from the substantive compounds

by a modification of their final vowel.

If the final vowel is 3T, this become f or Tfl.

=ggg^=Four faces, ^^J^IjTl
= Four-Faced.

_, _„^ T f rti-slHlfeHi 7 =Lonff-nosed ( man ).
cgT^ ;n^=Lonp- nose, < I V '

> j
^

,>
''*

^ '

C ^SWI+'i J =l<ong-nosed ( woman ).

The
^^sftfl' 'hmw stands for the object it describes and suggests,

«*. e. ?r3n'Fr= Elephant-headed. This is really a noun, but can be used

predicatively.

?ft TJfpnr 3n^=He is elephant-headed.

TT'7i^= Elephant-headed.

gf5fijjo^= Long-eared ( This is either an Adjective, or a Noun

denoting "an ass ." )

(4)5^ ^nrW is simple. It consists of eliminating the usual 3Trf^

connecting two words ( Nouns ) of a same idea; e. g.

^T^TT=House and door.

<rrM'*"=R= Father and son.

3TTt^'T= Parents .

The words in the ^W[^ remain unchanged.

HT[^K55—Reduplicative Compounds are considered as ^. They
tmade by doubling the original word.

>TT^Rfnwr^=Bread and meat.

The reduplicative part generally begins witli ^.

<J<4^C=Door8 etc.
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5^fT^ra^rT^=Books etc.

MlrtlHri I
= Leaves etc.

^IJK(^'K= Paper etc.

Sometimes the original word, if a V erb, is literally repeated and

the final vowel of the root lengthened,

3Tr^=To bind.

"4NNhT=Active packing up etc.

RfM"l= To join.

^^1^1^= The joining of many things by many people, e. rj,

j
c^^r l^^rfrT 5iHrH ^\^\ ftrTT.

( In his shop packing was going on hard.

The whole reduplicate may take a final f i. e. ^^\^4\; ^>^^^I^.
These words are Nouns and denote the doing of an action with

energy.

They may also show a mutual action between two or more

persons.

'TKWW't=A battle, an affray,

f^|oinf^|cfx= Mutual abuse.

( 5 ) The ^rJT^ITr?T ^HTT^ is a rl?3^ when the determining Adjec-
tive is one of quality.

The first word is always an Adjective.

.^^T^^=f|"?n+ 'T5r=Knowledge-like treasure.

?^JTr^^=^^ + ?n'^= God-like man.

( 6 ) In ffg ^HTT'^ tlie first word is a numeral Adjective.
as,

q^^=,^=,5 +qT^=a pot= \
'' P°*

^T^^h
5 compart

'

(. ments.

^NT^=^t + 'TTo5T=A swing.

T^FT='T^ + 5(n^=An almanac.

fw^5r=^ + ^5f= Three worlds.

( 7 ) JTW^^ff^ <3MI« is one in which two or more woi'ds are

joined and the middle word or words are omitted; as,
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fTj;^;i;vn?T=fTP^ ^TTH^T ^TrT=Rice ( mixed with ) sugar etc.

^T?ni^=^Trn!pi %%?7T Rl-T=Betel ( made by ) scissors.

«:<<j1Ic|f=^KTJri?7 if^^^ ;3Ttort= Son-in-law ( allowed to remain

in father-in law's house. )

^f^^TT='W'ork ( made out of ) wood.

^^rm\^=^ cousin.

Other relationships are similarly formed.

SANDHI ( Coalition ).

When two similar vowels, short or long, unite, they coalesce into

their long vowel.

3T-f 3T= 3TT; as, ^^-f 3T7T=gf^T^=Food and clothes.

3T+ 3TT=^; „ vi^-f3TT^^=W^^=Support of religion,

f +1= f; „ fft+ f5^=ffT=s^T=The willof Hari.

f +1= t; „ ^ + f?r=;T^=Lord of rivers.

5 +gr= ^i „ *rT5+ ^3PT=«TR^=Siin-rise.

When 3T or 9TF is followed by a dissimilar vowel, they both are

changed into the improper diphthong or Qor of the class to which the

second of the uniting vowels belongs z. e. if the second is f or % the gnr

substitute is % and if the second is gr or 3! the gnr is 3TT.

3T-ff=q; as, g^+ 55=5^= Face of the moon.

3T + f=iT. „ »TTJr+f^^='TO'^= Great god.

9TT + f=^; „ ?fTn +f^='fn^=Lord of the river,

^^•-f 5=3ft; ,, 3T^+ ^^=3T^t^=Food and water.

When 3T or 3TT is followed by the dissimilars, ( ^, ^, ^, ^, ),

they are changed to the corresponding gor ( 3?^ and 3T^).

3T+ =R=3T^-, as, t^-f ^^=t^=The divine Rishi.

3TT+ ^=3T^; ,, ?TfT + 5Rf^=JTf^=The great wealth.

gT-ff5=3T^;„ '^ + ^3FF=k^'T^K=The divine letter ^.

3T or 3TT when followed by a diphthong, the two are changed

into their proper diphthong.

3T+ '?=^; as, !^+ l^=ti%^.
9TT+ '5=^; as, JTfT + '?^trT=Jlt^JrT= Great solitude.
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3^+ ^=^; as,wm + ^^?f=f^^-^= Grlory of knowledge.

When a simple vowel ( other than 3T or 3TT ) is followed by a

dissimilar vowel, tlie former is changed to its corresponding semi-

vowel.

f+ 3TT=^;as, iTTfft+ 3n^n:=^MT'^TT= Support of caste.

5+3T=?I; as, ;ftf^-l-3TV?TT'5T=T%c?I«IT^=Practice of morality.

^+ 3TT=n; as fttfj+ 3TTirT=%rRn= Father's command.

When the improper diphthongs ^ and art are followed by any

other vowel, simple or diphthongal, they are changed to 3T^ and 9T^

respectively; as,

^+aT=3T?I; as, ^+ 3T;T=5T^=The eye.

3Jt + 3T=3T^;as,qt + 3T5r=q^^=Wind.
When the proper diphthongs ^ and 3^ are followed by any other

vowel, simple or diphthongal, they are changed to 3TR; and 3TT^

respectively.

q;+ 3^=3^7^. as, %+ !r5f:=;TPI^= Leader.

sn+ f=3TT^; as,^+^=Jm^^= Sailor.

When two consonants combine, they undergo either a change of

place or of qunlity and place. When a surd or sonant changes to its

opposite character, tlie change is one of quality;

as, 3!lTrC+t^=^JTfT^=The Lord of the world.

Wlien a consonant of one organ or place is changed to a conso-

nant of another organ, it is said to undergo a change of place,

as, l5T^ +5Tm=^^:^^ or frE^T^=The true scripture.

In combination it is only the initial letter of the second word

which can assimilate. It changes the final of the first word to its

own character. But the final is never changed to an aspirate though

the initial letter be an aspirate.
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1. When 3T or an is followed by f, ^, ^ ( both ), ^ the sub-

stitute for botli is tlie gir of the second; i. e., ^, 3TT> ^TT, ^7^.

2. When 3? or ^\ is followed by ^ or ^ the substitute for both

is ^ and by art or 3TT the substitute for both is 3^.

3. When f, ^, =R ( Hhox*t or long ) or ^ are followed by any dis-

similar vowel, they take ^^ g, ^, ^ respectively, i. e., semivowels.

4. When % % art, ^Tt are followed by any vowel the substitute

for them is 3T^, aTR, 3T^, ^TT^ respectively.

5. When m is preceded by any vowel ( except diphthongs ), the

two are i-eplaced by the giT of ^.

6. A surd + a sonant or a vowel, the surd is changed to the

second letter of its class,

7. A surd + a surd, the tirst surd is changed into the first

letter of its class.

8. A sonant ( nasal excepted ) + a surd, the sonant is changed
into the first letter of its class.

9. A sonant -I- a sonant or a vowel, the sonant is changed into

the third letter of its class.

10. If a consonant is followed by a nasal, it may be substituted

by the nasal of its own class.

1 1. Before the above rules are applied,

^, ^ and ^ are changed to ^.

^ and ^ „ „ „ j^.

^. ^ and ^ (sometimes) „ „ ^.

12. When the dentals
g;, ?^, ^, q^and ^ are followed by any of

themselves or by % ^, 3^ or ^ or by 33; or ^ the latter is substituted

for the former.

13. But when it is an aspirate which is in the beginning of the

second word and which the dentals have to change to, the unaspirate
1 etter is written and not the aspiiate.

as, H^-f-^^=?R:^ and ^5r=?T^:3^.

5T^+i^T^m=^rr^FiTT^TW.
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14. When ?^ ( combined with a vowel, a semivowel, a nasal or ^)
is preceded by a consonant ( nasal excepted ), it is optionally changed

to^.

as, ^+f^^=fTT^^.
15. When ^ is preceded by the third letter of any class, ^ is some-

times substituted by the aspirate letter.

16. When the nasals^, oj,';^are followed by a vowel, they are

joined with it; but if preceded by a short vowel they are doubled.

^ before ^or ^ takes anuswar in its place and inserts ^.
„ before g; or ^ „ „ „ „ and inserts ^.

„ before ? or 7 „ „ „ „ and inserts ^.

„ before ^ „ „ „ „ and inserts ^.

17. The Visarga followed by a surd is changed into the sibilant

( if of the second, third and fourth classes of letters ).

Otherwise the Visarga does not change.

The Visarga followed by a sonant changes to?;;; as ^r+aTT'SRT

But if the Visarga is preceded by 3T and followed by a sonant

consonant, it is dropped and 3T is changed to aft; as q^:+^:Tr=?RtT?T.

If the Visarga is preceded by 371 and followed by any sonant—
vowel or consonant—or if the Visarga is preceded by any vowel except
ar, it is dropped.

THE END.
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ADDENDA.
Addition to page 20 ( Postpositions ).

The following examples will give some idea of the use of some

of these:—
mf^T^T^ ftl^ mrT^T W\ »ft T^ ^f^ ( I shall help you to

the best of my ability ).

?n'T'3T^^T ( Btj the house ).

TTf?TT?[R ( Through me ).

5^qRff or 5^!3Tgro5 ( With the boy ).

t^rwnff or ^nifTrTt ( For the country ).

?:T'TTWt ^^ ( Mightier than Rama ).

5'!?T^=t^ ^ff ^^ ^^T ( Don't say a word about it ).

^t?T or ^TTTT^ ( In the house ).

^ITTR^'fr ( Abo7it the house ).

3Tfn ^T ( God ! ).

3f?: TXm or T Tim or TTTT T ( Rama ! )

3T7T 3TTt or STTfiT ( O Mother ! ).

STit 'OT (0 Rama); T^ is Voc. sing, of TM[ (name of a woman).

There are numerous postpositions but only those that are often

used in the current Marathi are given above.

Nouns in f or ^ generally assume f or 3J; as

Tf^~T^%
^T3—>TR.

Addition to page 23 ( Crude Form ).

Crude Forms, or ^jn??i^ of all words are generally the same for

singular and plural except those of some feminine words, in which

case the Crude Form is like the nominative plural.

Rules about other changes accompanying the formation of Crude

Form ( larFHRT^T ) are so numerous that they can't be fully treated

here. Yet the following fully declined words will give some practical

hint and illustrate the rules given above.

I. Masculine Nouns.

^^ ( a god ). Tliis is a type of masculine nouns in 3T.

Sing. Plu.

Nom. & Accu.^ ^^

Inst. t^-^ft ^T^-?rf

Dat. ^T^-?5T J^-^-^n
Abl. ^TfT ^^
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Loc. t^m VctHt

ExCEPi'iONS:—Words consisting of one letter as
3T, ^, ^, proper

names and words borrowed from foreign languages do not, as a rule

cliange 3? to Sff. As,

3W-^T ( To A ).

^i+I^Hf=^T ( Of the commissioner ).

mmvm ^^^^r'^t ( Of Balaji Vishwanath ) etc.

II. Masculine Nolns in 3TT.

^ft^ ( horse ). A typical word.

Sing. Plu,

Nom . '^t^ ^n%

Inst. ^T^I^f-^f ^§^Hf-?iT

Voc. itm\ ^^rm.
Exceptions.

STT^T, 2[T?T etc.

Sing. Pin.

Nom. 3TT^T 3TT^

Inst. 3TT^5t-5i! 3TT^tTt-?fT (^T^^^ will indicate disrespect.)
Voc.
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'id^^l ( Nepliew )

Sing. Plu.

Nom. !J?Ti^T ^rTi^

Inst. 5fTa?n^-5ff 1rTi^Ti-5ff

Voc. ^rrnn !id"Ji|l^.
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Nom. ?(t wf
instr. fi?n^-^ ^^rrflf-^f

Voc. ^(m wu^.
III. Neuter IfouNs ending in ^,

crt^% ( calf ).

Nom. ^w^ ^wt:

Instr. ^mri^-^ ^TOTpff-^

Voc. ^t^% sff^TRT

But ?TT% ( R^iip )•

Sing. Flu.

Nom. ^ 1^

But again ^^JPJ; ( rudder ), f^TcTPJ ( reptile ).

N"om. ^[^rt
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ifhr ( tongue )

Sing. Tin.

Norn. ^VT Br>TT

instr. Bript-^T ^vrtNr-^t

Voc. ^ f^T^TT^

Feminine Nouns in 3T that cliang-e 3T to f in plural.

fvTrT ( wall ).

Norn. f^RT f^rft

Instr. fvR^qf-^ff %ffjff-^
Voc. \k^ fvTrft=Tf.

Feminine Nofns in 3T that change 3T to f or- 'sTT in plural.

^IT^^ ( amusement ).

Voc I
^'^^^

(
^^TTW^T

II. Feminine Nouns ending in 3TT.

TT^T ( ^ mother ).

Norn. TimT *nrTT

Instr. Tn^"?r-^ JTTrTpff-^f

Voc. infr JTrnHr.

III. Feminine Nouns ending in \,

x^ia ( devotion ).

Norn. *?^ vi% or VTr^

Instr. -^Tt^-^ ^wf5ff-5fT

Voc. W^ WrRpfr.

N. B.—Feminine Nouns in f and ^ are declined exactly like

corresponding masculine nouns.

IV. Feminine Nouns ending in f.

;n€t ( a woman ).

Nom. ^ft jfrfj:
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Inst, srnft^-^ ^rfpff-^
Voc. mfi ?nff'ft.

Wt. ^, ^J^, W^, T^rft &c. are declined like STpft.

Feminine Nouns in f that change f to 3TT in PiiURAL

sf^ f a river ).

Norn. JTfr ST^

Inst, qr^^-^ snirrt-^

Voc. ^ HSJJHI.

3TTf ( a mother ) when it shows respect.

Norn. 3TTt 3T[t

Inst. 3TTf^-?ff ant^-^
Voc. 3TTt STlt^

N. B.—^fTPU, 3TPTnt &c. denote only phiral. So also ^T^, ^l^\.

^R'^ ( a wife ).

ISTom. m^^ ^R^
Inst. SfTWt^-^ ^PI^Mf-^
Toe. wm^ ^l^T^frpft.

V. Feminine Nouns ending in 3:.

ypf. ( a cow ).

Sing. Phi,

Nom 1^^ ^
Inst. '^^-3fir >T^-?fif

Voc. % ^^^.
Those feminine nouns in ^ that form nominative ])lnral Ny

changing W^ to ^T or ¥RfT optionally.

^^ ( a mother-in-law ).

Nom, fn^ -I ^TT^^

Inst. -; ^^^-5ff -! ^TmHf-^

Voc.
-^ ^rg^

4 ^TT^i?ft
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5TT^ ( a sister-in-law ).

Nom.
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Addition to page 26.

Conjugfation ( ^'7 =^^^oir. )

Before the coiijugational terminations roots undergo certain

changes. The following are some of the general rules governing
these changes.

(1) Before vowel terminations roots ending in 3T drop their

3T,
as ^?"+^=c^ (we shall do) and not ^tl; but

'3rt + 3\=^X^ (we shall go).

(2) Ultimate and penultimate f and ^ are shortened; as

q^-f^m (drinks), ^^-fjf^cJT (started), ;3?J-^m

(gets up).

(3) Before consonantal terminations some roots take f,
some do not take it, while others take it optionally.

Roots that take f.

All transitive roots ending in 3? take %, as ^X (to do) ^ft^
'??; (to hold) '-^ftrft, "witla the exceptions of the roots of 3TT^^"^
which take it optionally and those of ^fl^JT'^ which don't take it at

all. As 3TT^T (to practise), 3T|=gKrTt or 3TT=g?:m. ^W^ (to understand),

^^TtTT- These exceptional roots of STT'^^TTnT and ^JTSTTT^ are called

anomalous root.

Boots that do not take |.

All intransitive roots and transitive roots ending in any vowel

except 3T. As T^ (to fall), rf^^J; ^ (to go), irmi. ^ (to lead), #rft^

% (to take), ^rft-

The Anomalous Roots.

Some roots of aTT^?:}!^!.

3TT^t''t (to practise) STT'^Rrft-?:??!. #^nt (to gird.)

3TT3cr'Jr (to remember) STT^f^m-STm. 1\^K^ (to clothe)

^T^nf (to bite) f^TT?:^ (to blose the nose)

%cfnf (to dine) 3fTTot (to answer)

^^ (to spit) Pl^nf (to conquer)

Some uoots oe 3»T5(JT'^.

^TTSf^ (to understand) 3Tr3TWT. *R:^ (to visit or see)

sft^^ (to omit) 3TT^m- 5^oir (to lose)

^^of (to miss) ^^rft, m^^ (to say)

ift'I'^t (to seize) ^juf (to (fight)
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^^Tof (to bite)

f!T^ (to pass over)

^^ (to study)

MMgJ^lf (to foal)

'^T^or (to obtain)

Sl^^'Jt (to bring forth)

^t^ (to speak)

^^ (to speak)

STpFT (to affect)

l^^TTif (to forget)

f^RTof (to learn)

^cfor (to touch)

fTTT^T'ir (to understand)

kHV^i (to remember)
f?:^ (to lose)

&c.

Besides these, some roots are irregular only before certain termi-
nations. These irregularities are shown below by tenses.

Present Tense.

( 1 ) Transitive ^^^ root. ^^ ( to do ).

Person. Masculine.

Sing. Plural.

Feminine.

Sing.

1st

2nd
^f^
^rnCrTT

3rd qff^^ft ^%lrl
orgrf^TTW

Phiral.

^rlTrf

Neuter.

Sing. Plural.

^ftW thRdlrf.

1st

2nd

3rd q^

2nd ^TTrfw

2nd vIrflM

( 2 ) Intransitiveiqi" root, q^ ( to fall ).

T^ q^-?f q^ q^'
"7^ q^cw-^ 'i^^t qiw

or-?ft^

q^m q^-^ qirrrw q^
( 3 ) Intransitive ITT root. ^3^ ( to go ).

—^^
( 4 ) Transitive ^ root. ^ (to take).

q^^t

qi^TTrT.

^TTrTT.

( 5 ) Transitive 3TT^T root. 3TT^W ( to practise. )

let J^"^^ ^n^m 3Tr5ftc^-?t 3TrgKrff 3n=^^ arr^rft
X ^Nidl an^rm ^Nic>>^ ^Ni<Tl 3TT=^ ^^g^

12

^TT^T^f
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q'^ [3TT^ftm 3TT=^fTrTm 3TT=^'tc^-^ STT^fTrTTrT 3TT^f^ 3Tr^ftrmt

(ari^^*! 3Tr=5?:m?T ^tt^?:?^-^ ^ti^^^t^ 3tt=5^ 3n=3t?im.

( 6 ) Transitive ^jq^ root. ^W^ ( to understand ).

2nd ^JTSmr^ ^JTiTrTt. :J?T^^^-^^ ^JT^ ^TTST^T^T <3*i^ni.

—^
( 7 ) q^ root. W ( to drink ).

1st fqrff mf f^-^ f^l ^m Nm

( 8 )^ root, f^^ C to start ).

3rd ^^rft f%^mT?T f^^^-^ f^^rTTrf T%^ R^miH.

i?a.cepfe'on6-.—Roots ^TT, JTTT ( ask for ), ^ ( to see ) and roots

ending in f do not take %.

.Bzt^ a^ram f^ ( wi-ite ), f^rffm.

Past tense.

( 1 ) Transitive q?: root, vj^of ( to catch hold of ).

1st ^K^i '^T^ •<*K^-?^ ^^^t ^J^ ^ft^T

2nd -^ft^^ 'Tf^cyf-^^T vrf^t^ ^ft^-^ >^f^^ ^ft^-^
3rd vii^r ''TTT^ ••^TK^'t ^^ff^'H ^rf^ ^^f.

( 2 ) Intransitive ^^ root. ^^ ( to sit ).

2nd 5|^^^ 5ig^t-^m ^^ET^T^ ^^-cJfcr =f^^ ^^cjfrT.

( 3 ) Intransitive ?^T root. ?fT'if ( to bathe ).

1st f^t '?T^t ^fT^-Ftf ?^cJt ^^ ??F^

3rd ?fT^T 'fT^ 'fT^ -^T^'-IT 'fT^ ?5T^.

( 4 ) Transitive % root, ^of ( to carry ).

1st ^^ ^ %^-^ ^^T. ^ ^."
3rd ^T %^ %^ ^^T ^ ^.

( 5 ) Transitive qf^ root of STT'^fTT'T- tHT'^ ( to cover ).

1 i J'T^ift^t qr^^t qr^'^?^;§ qrafr^ m
I'mR^' qi^*^

^
(qf^n^t qNicTf qhrr^-sr qf^cst qt^R^ qf^n^.
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( 6 ) Transitive ^t^ root of ^q^Jinr. ^^of ( to speak ).

Roots ending in f generally take fin the past tense, as "TTf^t-TT^^;

But q^l^ (to swim ). "rtf^T.

Future Tense

(o) There is no change in forms with genders, the terminations

being the same for all the genders.

(b) The terminations f^ ( Ist singular ) and ^ ( 3rd sing.) are

taken by all the transitive roots except the root of ^JriTTrT; as ^T^-

^5T'tT-^rft^; but ^JTSPJlf-^TT^-^Jir^.

(c) The termination ^^ and ir^ are taken by all intransitive

verbs except those that end in any other vowel than 3T; as q^ui-q^^-

q^; but f^^-fiff^-R^.

(d) Before i[\^ and rfl^ the two consonantal terminations of this

tense, all the transitive roots ending in 3T, except those of ^TfiTTT, take

the augment % optionally; as ^fiX^-
| jj.^^— \ J^^S but T^T^M—

(e) The final ;^ of root is optionally changed to 1^ before the

vowel terminations of this tense, ^-^^^-^f^ or ^^.
Transitive ^^ root. Intransitive T^ root.

Sing. Flu. Sing. Flu.

1st. ^R- ^ ^^ <Tt

(^^1^ M^l^

3rd ^f:^ {^^ '^ "^^^^

Transitive f^ root of 3?!^?:^^. Transitive WT root of ^H^H"!.

Ist f^^JT ^Tf rT^f tT#^

2nd [^^' Pm^ !TT*S 7^
3rd m\^ {^^ ^ ^»T^
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^ root. ^ root.

Ist

2nd

3rd
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2nd ^ 5^ 'JJB" ^T
3rd %t %W ^-^1 ^

i^ and JTTT.

1st fTPf "bH 2nd ^HIH ^TTTf 3rd ^rnif ^pm
The Conditional Mood ( ^%rTPf ).

Before the terminations of this mood, roots undergo exactly the

same changes as they to before those of the present tense.

^K root. t^^ root.

Smgr, Phi, Sing. Phi.

1st yfirft ^rftwt q^ TiTTf]
2nd +Rr1W ^rrf M^d lH T^ f-Mascnline.
3rd ^ftm ^ift^ T^ITT q^ J

1st ^irfc^-w ^rr! qi"^ ?^ q^r )
2nd '^Kdi^ ^HT q^fflH qiTTT }Feminine
2rd ^ii^ ^rf^^T qiTft q^c^ l j
1st ^irw ^Rrft q^ q^l
2nd

^g:?t ^f^<Tf q?7W q^ }-Neuter.
3rd ^R^ ^m q^^ qi-mj

VI. The Subjunctive Mood ( \^•im ).

( a ) Final 3T, 3:tt and f of roots form regular ^j with the initial

3TT of the terminations of ^i!:^^.

( 6 ) Final 3: is changed to^ while final Ti is changed to q; before
this 3TT.

as

qt + 3n^=cqT^T.

^FT root.

Person. Masculine Feminine. Neuter.

Sing. Phi. Sing. Plu. Sing. Phi.

Ist ^JTRT ^JTl^ ^FTTT^ *<.|o^^I ^r?:T^ ^TTT^f
2nd ^irr^m ^^-^ ^ttr^ ^iMi-^mrr ^fm^ ^r^iff-fhr

"ft root.

1st cjji^j c?IT^ c?^^ P|js^ c?^^ Q^f
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2nd 'nn^m '^R-sNt '^^TT^ '^MI-s^rT '^'^ '^TT^-^
3rd cqx^x "^qil-^^T '^^IT^t '^sqi-s^jirT "^af '=^[-^1??

>J root.

1st ^RT ^T^ %^T^ ^\^m ^^ ^an^
2nd ^T^m ^T%-tfT ^T^ ^TS^-s^rT ^R^ ^^T^7-^TrI
3rd 5^^T 5^T^-t?T ^^ ^^s^-sqirl ^^T^ «[^T^-^tT

The Imperative Mood (STRTT^ ).

^JT root. ^I^ root.

Sing. Flu. Siug.

1st 3fr# ^ xTFJ

2nd ^JT ^fj\ ^T^
3rd ^r^ or ^^ ^T^rT or sfTT^ ^W or ^T^

^ root. <ff root.

1st 'SIT^ ^STTJJ f^ f^
2nd 'SfT 'JfTT "ft '^
3rd irr3> or -HT-^d or C TT^ or TM^d or

^3Tt ^3TtrT (fqarV naTTTrT

J^ofe.—Generally in poetry one lettered roots take ^ before art and

37t?T of the 3rd person. As ^-^iTT^-lTT^, 'ff-f^^-N^, ^-^^-^^rT.

Some roots ending in f sometimes take 3Tr in 2nd person singulai-;

but the root fc?f is again exceptional.

Flu,

=^

^T^^ or =crT^.

^ root.

'TT^-'Ttf ( only )
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